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Although developments of the past several decades confirm a 
revolutionary expansion of graphic arts technology, the printing 
industry has traditionally been known for its lack of technological 
progress. It is :frequently stated that printing techniques, until 
recently, were considered to be approximately 50 years behind other 
ir:rlustries with regard to technological advancement. Such conditions 
were particu1arly true in the area of typesetting. To witness the 
·unprogressive implements being used, all one had to do was visit a 
tyPical composing room entangled with the awkward mechanisms of con­
ventional Linotypes, Intertypes, and other similar typesetting devices. 
Such composing systems are steadily becoming productively obsolete in 
various ·areas of the graphic arts. 
In an e.f'fort to meet contemporary production demands, manufac­
turers of typesetting equipment have been producing new arrl improved 
slug-casting machines capable of meeting requirements .f'o_r a higher 
level of performance. However, the basic format, structure, and· prin­
ciple of most bot-metal composing units are similar to the original 
typecasters introduced to industry during the early years of this 
century. 
·To illustrate: The fundamental operation of the Linotype and 
Intertypa had always included the prineiple of the rotating ma_trix. 
1 
2 
During this operation a mat circulates from the assembly elevator to the 
first elevator, then to the second elevator and finally to the distrib­
utor bar. Through the years the mechanical apparatus of Linotype·s a� 
Intertypes had been improved in efficiency mainly by increasing the ro-
tation speed of the matrix cycle. Consequently, the operator had an 
opportunity to improve his rate of production in the form of ems per 
minute. However, as is true with ms.ny mechanical devices, there were 
restrictions which the machines could not transcend because of human 
limitations or the operator and mechanical limitations of a process 
which required more than one thousand moving parts. 
The introduction of electronics to the printing industry, espe­
cially in the area of composition, ha.s virtually eliminated the produc-
tion limitations or mechanical typesetting devices. The electronic 
. . 
computer accounts for the most significant achievements in this area • 
.Although technological adva�es in printing have not been as 
rapid as in other industries, the printing industry's vital role in 
history should not be overlooked. The printed word is known to be an 
inf'luential factor in human persuasion. Thus, it is logical to assume 
-that many events in history have been influenced by the printed media. 
At the time or its inception in the 15th century, printing as a tech-
nology was recognized by many as a necessary achievement to help meet 
the increasing demand for books an:i other literature; particularly the 
Bible�l In the 16th century, Jean Bodin, a French philosopher of the 
l Anthony Marinaccio, Explori� !h.2. G,!aphic !tl!, (New Jersey: 
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 19.59), pp. 16-1?. 
early renaissance periodt pointed to the development of printing as 
evidence of man's ability to progress and achieve heights never be�ore 
reached.2 Benjamin Franklin, although nationally known as a philoso-
pher, statesman, writer, and scientist, was also a printer. He too 
realized the potential power of an industry that has probably had more 
influence upon society than any other industry to date. Franklin 
brought to printing a wealth of wisdom, common sense, and practical 
philosophy that gave stature to the trade. His influential conmrunica­
tions through the printed media marked him as "one of the greatest 
moral law-'givers of the ages."3 
Without mass communication of the printed word, it is doubtful 
that vital areas such as law, science, humanities and religions would 
have reached the social significance they presently enjoy. This point 
becomes apparent men one considers the impact of printing upon society 
-
with regard to the influence of the Bible, education, politics, and a 
more contemporary institution--a.dvertising. Yet, although printing 
. always functions as a service to enlighten society (which many people 
take for granted), until recently, the printing industry has lagged 
behind other industries in technological development. This, however, 
is no longer true. 
With today's emphasis on increased education and mass communi-
cation, the printing industry has been called upon to produce printed 
2 William M. McGovern, !'!:2!!l buther � Hitler (Boston, Mass.: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1941), p. 57'. 
3 Anonymous, !.h!, History of America's Printing Industrx 
(Middletown, Ohio: The Sorg Paper Company, 19.57), p. ?. -
I 
matter at higher speeds than were previously required. Consequently, 
printing has entered the ''computer age" with full force. No longer 
must one think of the ultimate as 1.50 characters a minute; one can now 
think in terms of thousands of characters a second. 
Advancing from the "iron age" of the oonventiona.1 Linotype and 
4 
similar equipment, the typographic industry has gone through relatively 
short transitional stages to reach the "computer age." The use of the 
computer in the composition in:iustry is a direct outgrowth of progres­
sive stages which marked the popularity of high-speed slug-casting 
ma.chines, photocomposition and cold-ty-pe techniques. This period be-
gan in the early years of the 1950s when typesetting equipment such as 
the Mergenthaler Linofilm, the Photon and the Monotype Monophoto be-
came commercially available. 
. The first concrete evidence that the computer was entering the 
"great" tYP9setting revolution became known in the summer of 1961 when 
a routine news release from the office of Public Relations at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology began 'With the following 
statement: 
A computer, a special typewriter, and a photo-typesetting 
ma.chine have been teamed up by two M.I.T. scientists in a 
system that offers many improvements over conventional meth­
ods or getting words onto paper.4 
Thus began what Arthur Gardner, director of Composition Information 
Services, Inc. , called "chaos in the composing room." 
· 4 Arthur E. Gardner, Chaos !!! ·� Com:Jsing B2.2!!! (Los 
Angeles; Composition Information Service, Ino� , p. 1. 
From that summer in 1961 to the present, technological advances 
with the use of computers ha.ve steadily increased, and the future 
·promises continued progress in the area of typesetting. Whether his-: 
tory records the composing-room computer as comparable in impact to 
such milestones as Gutenberg's-moveable type or Merganthaler's Lino­
type, only time ·will ten.5 
Having been launched in the newspaper industry, computer type­
setting has received its greatest publicity in this area. However, 
installations a.re now round in the plants of commercial printers, 
typesetters, book publishers, government agencies, research am sciel"n'.:) 
centers, e.tc .  It has become obvious that typesetting automation will 
ultimately influence every segment of composition activity.6 
Objectives £!: � Study 
The purposes for undertaking this study are two-told. The first 
purpose is to serve as a guide that will help bridge the knowledge gap 
prevalent between manufacturers of computerized typesetting systems, 
and potential users of such tYPSsetting devices. The second purpose is 
to construct a guide from which students of printing can obtain an 
understanding o:r the development and :function of computers in the 
typographic industry. The material is presented in general terms for 
those not having a technical background. 
I 
5 Gardner, p. 3. 
·6 Gardner, pp. 5-6. 
5 
Considering the first instance, a knowledge gap obviously exists 
between manu£a.cturers and users of computerized typesetting systems. 
Although a greater number of persons involved in th e  printing indust17 
are becoming increasingly familiar with the use of electronics in the 
graphic arts, it appears important that persistent attempts be ma.de to 
reduce this gap. A primary complaint of many manufacturers is that 
printers a.re usually incapable of informing manufacturers of their 
needs to help meet future industrial demand�. Consequently, engineers, 
physicists and chemists must dictate needed equipment improvements to 
the printing industry. The usual result of this is a la.ck o:f under­
standing between the two groups. 
Printers do not know what their :future needs will be. When 
engineers improve equipment there is usually much skepticism on the 
part or printers because they la.ck knowledge regarding the advantages 
of intricate and abstract electronic devices. There is also an under­
standable inability or engineers to fully comprehend the needs of an 
industry which does n ot communicate well. 
An article published in the August 1967 issue or � Production 
Industr:y confirms this dilemma. The author emphasized the need for a 
"balanced approach" between printers and those involved in the develop.. 
ment of ui.achinery and materials. The article notes that such a balance 
never existed. Traditionally, printers have waited for suppliers to 
initiate new developments for the industry. However, today's new sup­
pliers, such as large electronics orga�zations, will not do the 
printer's thinking for him. Representatives of technical corporations 
I 
6 
argue that their problem is not that of being able to develop new tech-
nologies; it is knowing 'What to develop. The article concludes by 
noting: What the leaders in printing must contribute is a knowledge or 
their .markets and a definition or the nature of materials and machinery 
that will be needed in tomorrow's plant.? 
This problem.beca�� particularly prevalent with the introduction 
of the computer in the typographic industry. Therefore , as previously 
indicated, one purpose of this study is to present, for uninformed per-
sons in the graphic arts, a comprehensive investigation displaying the 
use of the computer in the composing-room from the time of its inceP­
tion in 1961. Following the historical study is a review of c ompute rs 
presently available for composition purposes, including a cla.ssific-a-
tion of each system' s capabilities and limitations. 
, Regarding the second purpose of this investigation (to function 
as a guide for students of the graphic arts), this study can be 
valuable in that it allows one to systematically follow the develop... 
ment and growth of the composing-room computer. To date, many studies 
have been conducted concerning computerized typesetting, and nUlnerous 
articles and reports have been published. Hmrever, to the knowle dge of 
the author, never before has a complete historic al survey and classi-
!ication of the use of computers in the typographic industry been in­
cluded in one volume. Such a volume would have potential utility as a 
text. 
7 Anonymous, "Technological Development: The Logical Approach, tt 




The methodology employed in this study involved a comprehensive 
gathering of information pertaining to computers and the use of com-
puters in the typographic industry. Data accmnula.ted were divided 
into the following three categories: (1) Information extracted from 
periodical and journa1 articles. (2) Reports and papers available 
from organizations involved in graphic arts research. (3) Information 
received from manufacturers of computerized typesetting equipment. 
·nata obtained from the sources noted in the third category included 
ii:iformation describing computers presently available for typesetting 
purposes. Also recorded here are the characteristics, capabilities 
and limitations of each typesetting system. 
Information thus gathered comprises the contents of chapters 3, 
4 and 5. Chapter 3 presents a general, comprehensive definition of a 
computer. This chapter serves as an attempt to explain, in easily 
comprehensible terms, the basic principles of a computer system. It 
is the author's hope that the contents of chapter 3 will aid the 
reader in understa:rrling the use of computers as a composing-room tool. 
Chapter 4 includes data relevant to a historical survey of the 
use of computers in the typographic industry. Emphasis is placed on 
. . 
the methods employed by various computerized typesetting systems. This 
information is classified chrono�ogically according to the year in 
8 
which material was published or made available to the public. A 
chronological progression, such as that described above, enables one 
•to inves.tigate computerized typesetting from the time or its inceptiqn 
to the present. The investigation is further facilitated by the com­
pilation or the disseminated data into an inclusive body of knowledge. 
Chapter 5 embodies a classification of computers presently 
available for typesetting purposes. Complementary to each computer 
listing is a synopsis or data relevant to its.respective ·system. The 
purpose or this chapter is to function as a classii'ied reference for 
those who wish to investigate distinctive characteristics of particular 
computer systems. 
9 
Two procedures were· used to compile data for chapter 5. In the 
first procedure · a form letter was mailed to 17 suppliers or computerized 
ty-pesetting systems. The letter included .a brief description of the 
study and requested information regarding the computerized typesetting 
equipme·nt available from the supplier. Of the 17 letters mailed, 
material was received from 14, or 82.35 per cent of the suppliers. A 
duplicate of the f'o:rm letter can be found in Appendix A. 
In the second procedure a questionnaire was mailed to the 17 
supplie·rs noted above. The purpose of the questionnaire was to obtain 
information ;ID.ich was not included in the material previously received. 
Such in£ormation was needed for the completion of chapter 5. 
The questionnaire was comprised of 20 questions. F.ach question 
was designed to be answered by cheQkin� the appropriate response or by 
a simple fill-in. At the end of each questionnaire, space 'Was provided 
j 
!or respondent comments regarding the future use of computers in the 
typographic industry. 
or the 17 questionnaires mailed. returns ·were received from 
nine, or 52. 94 per cent. A copy of the questionnaire can be round in 
Appendix D. 
10 
Included with each questionnaire was a cover letter and a self­
addressed, stamped, return envelope for the respondent's convenience 
when returning the questionnaire. The cover letters ware of two kinds. 
The first was designed for suppliers who did not respond to the form 
letter. It briefly described the nature of the study and emphasized 
that a completed, returned questionnaire was itnportant f'or the success 
or the study. The letter concluded by thanking the potential respond­
ent for the tinie he may have taken in completing the questionnaire. A 
copy qr the letter ca.n be found in Appendix B. 
The second cover letter was designed f'or those suppliers who . 
had responded to the form letter. It thanked the respondent for �.a­
terials previously received and expla.ined the nee d for additional in­
formation. The letter concluded by thanking the respondent for the 
time he may have ta.ken in completing the questionnaire. A copy of the 
letter can be found in Appendix c. 
Sources or much of the data for this study -were derived from 
various bibliographical references. Such re:ferences inc lude : (1) !h2., 
Index Sl!.. Technology � Sc ience; (2) Jhe Readers Guide to Periodical 
Literature; (3) Computer :±zpesetting: ! Select Bibliography;8 and (4) 
the graphic arts indexes of Graphic� ?rogress.9 
l'h2. Index £.! Technology !!!-1 Science and � Readers Guide !:,g_ , 
Periodical Literature were used to help accumulate a bibliography re-
garding the general use of computers as calculating tools--not neces­
sarily :for use in a speci fic industry. Computer !;ypesetting: ! Select 
J3ibliograJ?h;y, and the graphic arts in:lexes of Graphic � Progress 
aided in the accumulation of literature pertaining to printing. Com­
bined, these two references include a bibliography o:f all relevant 
articles, books and reports published regarding the use o:f computers 
in the typographic industry. 
8 J. T. Graham, Computer Typesetting: ! Select Biblio�raph:y 
(H�tfield, Hertfordshire: Hartford Colleg� of Technology, l9b ). 
9 Anonymous, fira}hic � E.n>gress (Rochester, N.Y.: Rochester 
· Institute of Technology • 
CHAPTER III 
WHAT IS A COMPUTER? 
• 
Before going further, it is essential for the reader to realize 
that a detailed knowledge of computers is not necessary for a printer 
who wishes to take advantage of computerized typesetting. The com­
plexity of the computer dictates that detailed knowledge of it remain 
in the domain of the electronics specialist. However, because of 
their growi.�g use in the typographic industry, printers should have a 
basic understan:iing of computers to stay abreast of contemporary 
developments. 
12 
Contrary to what is suggested above, this chapter contains ma­
terial which is generally avoided by many, if not most, practitioners 
of the graphic arts. This seems to be particularly true of the older 
generation in the industry. This· group is most likely to adhere to 
traditional methods of production and express a skeptical attitude when 
conf"ronted with revolutionary methods. Because of their large invest­
ments and years of reputable service to the industry, the older gener­
ation represents a controlling force behind graphic arts development • 
. Many members of this group received their industrial educations in an 
era of limited mechanical devices. For these reasons, the older gen­
eration should be made aware of advantages inherent in contemporary 
equipment and methods. 
I 
Among those not having a soientific background or knowledge of 
electronics the word "computer" may elicit a "hostile" response. This 
stems from the notion that a computer is a device beyond the compre- , 
hension of the "average" individual. Although this is not true, such 
13 
an attitude is not uncommon in-the typographic and printing industries. 
More than likely it is the term rather than the concept which 
frightens potential users. The following illustrates this point. A 
logical assumption would be that the readership of an article in a 
printing journal would be higher if it read: !!!.2, �£!.a Calculator 
£!!!Reduce �Typesetting Costs !?z One-Half, as opposed to an arti­
cle entitled: !!!.2, � g.! !. Computer £!!!Reduce �Typesetting Costs 
� One-Half'. 
The tenn "calculatortt denotes a clearer, less abstract image in 
many ¢nds than does the term ''computer. 11 . Yet, the functions are the 
same. In essence, a computer is a calculator, and a calculator is a. 
compute�. To further support this point, research indicates that in 
early years of electronics development, computer devices were re:ferred 
to as calculators. This is evidenced by journal articles referring to 
electronic devices which today would be called computers. 
To illustrate: In the 1940's, the decade in which computers be­
came a practical reality, articles entitled: Giant New Calculator,10 
10 Anonymous, "Giant New Calculator," Science!!· 1·• Vol. 46 
(August 12, 1944), p. 111. 
21�005� OUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVE TY LBRARY 
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Electronic Calculating Machine Devised .f.2!. Complex Problems,ll arid 
Feats of Lightning Calculators,12 were published. 
Thus, it can be inferred that a computer is merely an extensioti 
of elementary calculating devices. This is not to say that modern 
electronic computers are as easily comprehended as simple, mechanical 
calculating machines. However, the essential.point for the reader to 
understand is that a computer is not nearly as abstract as many believe 
it to be. 
Computers are defined in the Glossary of Automated Typesetting 
!!!! Related Computer Terms, published by the Composition In£ormation 
. . 
Services, in the following way: . 
A computer is a device capable of accepting information, 
applying prescribed processes to the information, and suP-· 
plying the results of these processes. Very simply stated, 
an electronic computer is a 'file drawer' combined with an 
arithmetic unit to provide the ability to change in.forma.tion.13 
Compare the conciseness and simplicity of the above definition 
to definitions assigned to many commonly used machines in the graphic 
arts. The latter.often represent more abstract and unclear concepts 
than the former. For example: For one having no knowledge of printing, 
. a definition of the conventional Linotype would undoubtedly appear more 
abstract than the definition above. 
11 Anonymous, ''Electronic Calculating Machine Devised for Com­
Plex Problems," Illustrated Science l!· 1·• Vol. 38 (September 14, 1940), p. 163. 
12 Anonymous, "Feats of Lightning Calculators," Science DigeE!:, 
Vol. 8 (November, i940), p. 163. · 
13 Anonymous, Glossary £1. Automated _!ypesetting and Related po�­
puter Terms (Los Angeles: Composition Information Services, 1966), p. 17. 
The arguments presented above become increasingly significant 
when one realizes that printers "reared11 on traditional graphic arts 
equipment must beoome objective and "open-minded" when confronted with 
new equipment if increased efficiency is to be obtained. 
In a journal article published in January 1967, Ralph Lyman 
emphatically notes: "It has been a tradition in our industry that 
printers shy away from new ideas. New ideas are powerful, and if we 
do not use them, someone else will."14 Lyman continues by citing an 
experience he had at a graphic arts exhibition. 
As I was leaving the show I heard one man ask, 'Did you 
see the Videocomp11 His neighbor answered very quickly, 
'Not for us. It sets a 400-page book in an hour, has a 
$160,000 computer attached; who needs it?' 
Who needs it, indeed (Lyman suggests)? We printers need 
it--into our operation or we'll see our operation become 
. obsolete and unprofitable. ·The Videocomp or a smaller, less 
e�nsive form of computer typesetting may or may not fit 
into our present operation, but it should be looked into 
and considered as a possible future purchase. Shutting our 
min:is to it completely is like hiding our heads in the sand.15 
The quotation cited above conveys a significant message to 
everyone in the. graphic arts. The author of this investigation agrees 
with Ly.man and believes that if those in the printing industry can be 
encouraged to understand the potential advantages of not turning one's 
head from innovations, this study will be considered a success. 
14 Ralph Lyman, 11Proofreading Computer-Set Type,11 Inland 




The nature of electronic devices enables computer systems ·to 
handle immense quantities of data at high speeds and carry out various 
instructions as well. Al though internal mechanisms of computers may , 
appear intricate, they merely count and calculate. Consequently, the 
work to be done must be reduced· to mathematical terms. Such an idea 
ma.y frighten many printers. However, numerical. manipulations must also 
be performed before type can be set on tradi tional machines. Consider-
ations suoh as line length, point size, and justification require pre­
determined plans based upon numerical arrangement. Therefore, the 
reasons for applying mathematical terms to computers are somewhat 
analogous to the reasons for using numerical arrangements when setting 
type on a slug-casting ma.chine. 
With a computer, however, what most printers _are probably una-
. .  
ware of is that practitioners need not be ·concerned with the intricate 
mathematical considerations. This is the job of the manufacturer. 
When a system is installed, the printer's only concern should be fol-
lowing the manufacturer's instructions. Actually, instructions for 
operating a computer are no more complicated or abstract than instruc­
tions supplied with presses or hot-metal composing machines. The 
instructions differ only with respec� to the fact that a computer is 
an electronic device, whereas most printing machines are mechanical de-
vices. This should not be considered a barrier or handicap. When fol-
lowing any instructions for a period of time, the set procedures usually 
become "second natn:re" to the operator. This is as much the case with 
computers a.s it is -w.i..th other machinery. . If problems occur after an 
.. 
17 
installation. has been iuade, most manufacturers will gladly render 
assistance until the system functions as it should. 
� Computer Program 
Computer programming is anothe� area which may cause printers to 
develop a negative attitude toward the use of computers as a production 
tool. It is feasible to assume that many practitioners in the graphic 
arts ttshy away'' from investigatll!g the potentials of a computer bec ause 
of the mathematical knowledge required to develop a program. However, 
it is once again important to emphasize that this is the concern of the 
manufacturer--not the printer. If' a printer wishes to apply his own 
creativity and ingenuity, he too can learn to develop a program, or 
have a member of his organi zation trained in computer programming. But, 
th.is is never reaJ.ly necessary. If a change is desired or a new pro-
gram needed, all one must do is contact the manufacturer or local 
representative ani provisions will be made for necessary alterations. 
Although developing a program ma.y seem intricate, the function 
of a program is not difficult to comprehend. The mathematical designa-
tions are arranged in a predetermined sequence. The sequence repre-
sents a set 0£ instructions or st.eps that "tell" a computer how to 
handle a complete problem. 
For a ty-pographic plant, a problem could involve hyphenation, 
justification, font changes, or any number of other procedures 
18 
necessary for setting type . Hence , a prograni is a complete sequence of 
ma.chine instructions and routines necessary to solve a particular 
problem.16 
Ome a program is formed, a printer ' s  concern should be with a 
process no more complex than that of most of his oth,er equipment. His 
concern would now involve four basic operations characteristic of all 
computers. These include : input , storage , proce ssing and output. 
All machinery has characteristic vernacular. Linoty-pe operators 
speak of assembling, casting , distribution and e jection. Pre ssmen 
speak of feeding , re gistering , impressions and delivery. For computers , 
input , storage , processing and output constitute basic vernacular. A 
brief discussion of these four processes is included in the remainder 
of this chapter. 
Input 
An input device is any unit that accepts new information, con-
verts it into electronic impulses , ani sends it to the c omputer for 
processing. The methods most frequently used for input include paper-
tape readers , punch cards , magnetic tapes , magnetic ink readers , on­
line keyboards and optical character recognition devices . 17 
A characteristic of punched cards and punched paper tapes_ is 
/ 
that they activate electrical circuits in computers . As the cards or 
16 Glossary � Automated Jypesetting, p. 79. 
· 17 Glos sary 2f.. Automated Typesetting, p. 46. 
tape pass through a reader (one of the input units) ,  metal brushes 
make electrical contacts through the holes , thus completing the cir­
cuits . In other ty-pes of readers ,  beams of light pas s  through the · 
holes and activate photoelectric cells .18 
19 
Punched pa. per tape is not. entirely new to the printing industry. 
Monotype hot-metal casters have always used paper tapes.  However, with 
the use of a Monotype , the punched tape activates a mechanical device 
rather than electronic impulses.  
Magnetic tapes ,  although used in  the electronic s industry for 
many years , are relatively new in the grapi.i.ic arts . 
When using magnetic tape , nunlbers an:l letters are not repre-
sented by holes , but by different patterns of magnetized spots . These 
magnetized areas are sensed in much the same way as on a c onventional 
taj,e recorder. Another input device is that which can sense magnetic 
ink. Numbers and letters printed with the special ink create a mag­
netic pattern -which the computer can determine and recora.19 
The use of a keyboard has consistently constituted a standard 
component for many typesetting devices . It l-78. S first used in conjunc-
.tion 'With hot-metal slug casters . Today, keyboards are an e ssential 
characteristic of many cold type and photocomposition machines ,  and 
have developed into . a f"unctional component for computer input. 
18 Anonymous , � � A  ComJuter1 (New York: International Business P.iachines Corporation, 1965 , P• 5. 
·19 fil:& � ! Computer? 
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The manner or input with an on-line keyboard system involves a 
method or computer operation in "Which the input device is connected 
directly to the computer . Thus , as information is keyboarded into the 
computer there i s  a simultaneous storage of data into a �.emory bank of 
the computer. 20 
The final input method , optical character recognition device s , 
is essentially an electronic means o:f "reading" printed , typed or hand­
written information. With this system, optical scanners a:re used :for 
recognition. Scanners generally. employ a high-speed , high resolution 
met..hod of electro-mechanically sweeping over character images ( just as 
a TV screen scans a picture image ) . A letter or number is sc anned 
many times , with each pass repre senting a vertical slit . A photo­
multiplier (electric eye ) c onverts each scan into electric , television 
or viqeo impulses , which , when c ompleted • . contain all of the image in­
formation in electronic form. This c an be "played back" on a cathode 
ray tube_ to provide a picture of the scanned image s ,  or it can be con­
verted into c oded tape . 21 
For use in the typographic industry, authorities at Composition . 
Information Services note that optical character recognition tech­
niques will inevitably play an incre asingly important role in the auto­
mation of typesetting. By linking optical character recognition with 
20 Glossary 2f Automated lYeesetting, p. 69 . 
21 Glossary: .Q.! Automated Typeset�ing, p. 70. 
computerized typesetting , at least one of today ' s  manual keyboarding 
operations would be eliminated , as suming copy is prepared according to 
the requirements of the character recognition system. 22 
Storage 
After instructions and information are entered through one of 
the input devices , they are filed in the computer ' s storage units via 
the electronic impulses fran input.  
Storage is similar to an elec tronic filing cabinet , completely 
indexed and almo st instantaneously acces sible to the c omputer. All 
21 
data must be placed in storage before they can be proce s sed by the com-
puter. Inf'ormation is "read" into storage by an input unit and is then 
available for internal proce s sing. Each location,  position, or section 
of storage is numbered so that the stored data can be readily located 
by the computer as needed .  The computer can rearrange data in storage 
by sorting or combining different type s of 'information received from a 
number o·r input units . The � omputer can also take the original data 
from storage , calculate new information ,  and place the re sult back into 
storage . 23 
The size or capacity of the storage unit determine s the amount 
of information that can be held within the system at any one time .  In 
some computers , storage capacity is measured in millions o-r digits or 
22 Glossary £!. Automated Typesetting • 
. 23 Anonymous , General Inforn1ation Manual : Introduction iQ. 1.fil1 
� Processing S}stems (New York: Intern.!ltional Bus ine ss Machines 
Corporation,  1960 , p. 13. . . 
22 
characters , providing space to retain entire files or information. In 
other systems , storage i s  smaller and data are held only while be �g 
processed. Consequently, the capacity and design of storage affects 
the method in which data are handled by the system.24 
Stored material for a composing-room computer can include an 
assortment of requirements to meet production needs . Some common data 
frequently stored by printers include dictionaries of all possible 
word-hyphenation combinations , a diversity of type-styles in various 
sizes and a variety of justification instructions . 
Basically there are four storage devices available for most com­
puters . They are core storage , magnetic tapes , magnetic drwns and mag-
netic disks . 
A core storage device includes circular shaped cores which are 
strung on wire grids. As electronic currents pass  through the wires , 
individual cores can be magnetized in different patterns to represent 
numbers and letters . Thus , the electrical impulses set up in the in­
put units can be used to store infor-mation.25 
As previously noted ,  magnetic tapes have magnetized spots which 
represent information. Thousands of records can be retained on one 
reel of tape. To locate a given piece of information the computer 
operates with "great" speed until it finds the desired data. Magnetic 
drums function in much the same way.26 
24 Genera1 In£ormation Manual. 
25 � J.2. ! Computer? p. 7. 
26 � il ! Computer? 
2) 
The use of magnetic disks as storage devices includes different 
patterns of magnetic spots which represent different numbers and let-
ters. With such devices , sensing arms dart in arrl out between the -
spinning disks to find items of in.formation. 27 
!!2:! !  Computer Computes  (Processing) 
Computer components used for storage and proce ssing operate on a 
simple principle . They ha.ve only .�wo possible states--11on" and "off. '' 
In computers , "on" repre sents "l" or positive , and ''of'f" represents "Ou 
or negative . Various combinations of ls or Os can represent numbers or 
letters . In this procedure , called the binary numbering system, the 
basic unit of in.formation is a binary digit (commonly known as a bit ) . 
This is based on powers of 2 rather than powers of 10 as in the decimal 
nupibering system. And ,  the bro - marks used in the system are O and 1. 28 
Binary numbers are related to decimal 







27 � � ! Compute.;;,? 
numbers in the following way: 







· 28 E. L. Campbell , 1'Wha.t Is A Computer? " Printing Production , 
Vol. 97 (April 196?) , p. 70 . 
There fore , number 37 would be presented a s  follows : 
32 16 
l 0 
8 4 2 
0 l 0 
1 
l 
All of the c omputer ' s  in£ormation is stored and its �"Ork done in a 
similar code made up of O s  and l s .  
. 24 
To illustrate : Input material such a s  punched c ards and punched 
pa.per tape are equally well matched to the binary system. 1 = hole ; 
0 = no hole . 
At thi s point , one should be made aware that many problems are 
de sc ribed with words and symbols --not numbers . To overc ome this , 
special c ode s have been devised to handle such problems .  For instance , 
in the most contemporary c omputer s ,  a popular code known a s  EBCDIC rep­
re sents letters in the manner indicated in the following sample . 29 
2 9  - Campbell . 
11000001 = A 
11000010 = B 
llOOOOll = C 
11000100 = D 
11000101 = E 
llOOOllO = F 
11000111 = G 






00 0 0 
00 00 
00 000 
This type of c odin g  is c arried throughout the computer .  
The example s  pre se nted above deal only with punched-hole de­
vi.c e s .  Other devic e s  such as magnetic ta�e s  and drums , and ma gnetic 
ink devic e s , operate in a similar fa shion. Instead of' the c omputer 
reco gnizing punched hole s as code s , it rec o gnizes magnetic spots and 
formations as c ode s . 
Output 
Simply defined , an output device .i s  a unit that translate s  c om­
puter re sults into usable or final form. It is that part of a machine 
or system which translates the electrical impulse s , repres enting data 
proce s sed by the computer,  into permanent results such as hi gh-speed 
print-out , punched c ard s , punched paper tape s ,  magnetic tape s , ma gnetic 
drums , or output in the form of data pre sented on a c athode ray tube . 30 
30 Glos sary 2f. Automated fypesetti:r:.g, P• 71. 
25 
26 
With regard to the actual output product ir1 the computer ' s  high­
speed printer,  binary c oding is  converted back into the normal alp�abet 
and symbols . Such print-out devices  normally write at speeds of 600 to , 
1 , 500 line s  per minute , with up to 120 characters a line . If the out­
put from a particular pro gram is to be used for input to the c omputer at 
a later date , the final out.put form could be on punched cards or mag­
netic or paper tape . One of the mo st recent output device s  is a video 
data terminal which cormnunic ates with the c omputer over normal telephone 
line s .  This device gives instantaneous access  to a computer at any lo­
cation. With this system {based on the use of a c athode ray tube ) , 
words , numbers , graphs and drawings can be di splayed and a c opy can be 
printed. 31 
Of the output re sults noted ,  the most commonly used in the typo- -
graphic industry include punched paper tapes and magnetic tape s .  Both 
are used to ac tivate hot-metal compo sing unit s  arrl phototype setting 
machines .  Because o f  their speed , magnetic tapes are bec oming inc reas-
ingly popular. 
The c oncepts disc us sed in this chapter represent characteristic s 
basic to c omputer systems used today for type setting ar.d other purpo se s .  
An understanding of the elements pre sented in this chapter will help the 
reader comprehend chapters . IV and V. These chapters include a study or 
the growth or computers in the typographic industry and a classification 
or compute rs pre sently available for typesetting purposes . 
31 Campbell , p. 72 . 
CHAPI'ER IV 
HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF THE USE OF COMPUTERS 
IN THE TYPOGRAPHIC INDUSTRY 
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Computers were introduced into the typographic industry to help 
fulfill typesetting need s  in both hot-metal compo sition and photo-
c omposing. The units we re  produced to serve e ither special or general 
purpo se s .  In this study , a spec ial-purpo se computer refers t o  one 
which was developed to perform type setting func tions only. A general-
purpose computer is one which c an be used for general business func-
tions as well a s  for type setting purpo se s •. .  
At the time c ompute rs applicable to type setting were introduc ed 
to the printing industry in 1961 , hot-metal c ompo siti on was the most 
c ommon method o f  setting type . Photoc ompo siti on , although a relatively 
recent irinovation in the industry, w�s progre ss ing rapidly a s  a type -
setting technique . Electronic c ompute rs c aused a revolution in both 
hot-metal type setting and photocompo sing. As a result , produc tivity 
levels were soon reached which had never be fore been po s sible with the 
use of mechanical devices  only. _,..,,, 
The first organizations to formally announce entrance into what 
now seems to have become a race to develop more efficient ty-pe setting 
methods were Collli�bia Broadcasting System (CBS ) and the Compugraphic 
Corporation . The ''breakthrough" made by CBS re sulted in the design and 
28 
later produc tion of the VIDIAC GA-1000 system. A di stinctive feature of 
this computer was its ability to produc e photocompo sition ·wi th the use 
of a cathode ray tube which "maintained images suitable for quality 
. . 32 reproduction . " 
-
Just as  CBS had bec ome the · first organization to develop com-
puterized typesetting in the area of photocompo sition , the Compugraphic 
Corporation "cros sed the tracks "  and developed a system to increase the 
speed of hot-metal composition on line -casting ma.chines .  Thi s  computer 
was known as the Directory Tape Processor (DTP) . A unique characteris-
tic of the DTP was its adaptability to the simplified use o f  standard 
telety-pe setter (TTS ) perforated paper tape . 33 
It is difficult to estimate the aggregate years of research 
which have been conducted by technological organizations wi th the hope 
of developing c omputers applicable to the type setting industry. How-
ever , the contributions of CBS and . the Compugraphic Corporation , 
clearly record 1961 as the year in which the computer became a prac-
tical tool. in the industry. No publicity re garding c omputerized type­
setting methods was found before 1961. 
CBS introduced plans for its VIDIAC GA-1000 computer at the 
thirteenth annual meeting of the Technical As soc iation of the Graphic 
Arts (TAGA ) , June 12-14 , 1961 . In a report ,  J. Kenneth Moore , 
:32 J.  Kenneth Moore , ''Computer Output Printing o f  Graphic Arts 
Quality, " 1h9!. Proc eedings (Roche ster , N . Y. : Technic al Assoc iation of the Graphic Arts , 1961) , pp. 213-219. · 
:33 Arthur E. Gardner , ''Computers May Change Typesetti ng 
Techniques , "  Printing Produc tion , Vol. 92 (April 1962 ) , PP• 43 , 102 .  
. I 
department manager £or di gital systems at CBS Laboratories ,  noted his 
o�ganization ' s  interest i n  the potentials 0 £  computerized type setting . 34  
Moore ' s  report wa s an attempt to  �ke those i n  the graphic art s . 
industry realize that ttan important portion of the total output of the 
printing and publi shing industries is amiable to di gital c omputer 
applicati ons . ''  He empha sized that such applications had already had 
profound effe c ts in many other industrie s--such as petroleum, banking 
and othe rs--and was Sl.."1. ftly reaching the point of practical adaptabil­
ity to the graphic arts industry. 35 
At the time of the TAGA meeti ng in 1961 , no computer had been 
built specifically for type sett ing purpose s . What CBS pre sented was an 
ope!ational de si gn with spec ific ati ons for the VIDIAC GA-1000 . Pro­
duction did not take place until later in 1961 . The propo sed unit 
possessed capabilit ie s to produc e c omposition having graphic arts qual-
ity. CBS achieved thi s  by improving the quality of output produced by 
an already functional output unit . Previously, c oncern with c omputer 
printout s had been limited to the nece ssary le gibility required for one 
to understand what was being printed . 
In his report ,  Moore said : 
To date no c omposing or printing system ha s been both 
c ompatible with the speed and reliability of pre sent-day 
c omputers and also hi gh enough in typographical quality and 
flexibility to sati sfy both publishers a nd printers and the 
ultimate c onsumer. Tho se computer output printing systems 
which have been developed have been aimed at applic ations 
. 34  Moore , pp. 213-219. 
35 Moore ,  p. 213 . 
where speed and accuracy have not been the primary require­
ments . There have been applic ations in area s such . as record 
keeping ,  billing and invoicing , labeling , and producing 
large volume s of sc ientific data . The primary quality re­
quirement has been for operational legibility. Only rarely 
has any consideration been given to large volume reproduc-
· 
tion of the raw computer output by standard printing proc e s ses. 36 
From the discus sion thus far ,  one may justifiably inquire as  to 
30 
the neces sary elements of a computer which c onforms to graphic arts re-
quirements . During the planning of the VIDIAC GA-1000 , CBS arrived at 
the following attribute s as being nece s sary for any graphic arts 
c omputer. 37 
(1) High typographic al quality. 
(2 ) Accuracy suf"ficient to remove proofreading requirements .  
(3 ) Large number of characters in each matrix o f  font s .  
(4) Ease o f  change o f  matric e s .  
(5 )  Accurate registration. 
(6) Justification c apabilitie s .  
(7) Proportional spacing. 
(8) Leading. 
(9) Page printing rather than line printing format . 
(10 ) Output suitable for direct manufacture of letterpre s s  or 
offset plates .  
(11) Speed c ompatible with system re�uirements and economic s . 
)6 Moore . 
37 Moore , p .  214.  
(12 ) Ba.sic technology consistent with the stat:ldards of digital 
computer technology. 
(13 ) High stability. 
(14)  Simplicity of operation and ease of maintenance . 
31 
The VIDIAC GA-1000 computer system was fully developed and 
available for commercial use by the end of 1961 , only six months after 
plans were introduced to the industry. The best application of the 
VIDIAC computer seemed to be c omposition of directory publications . 
First uses of the system were in the publishing of telephone direc­
tories , indexes for the natural library of medicine , mechanical trans­
lation of Rus sian into English , and the automated printing of re gularly 
updated dictionaries .  The VIDIAC GA-1000 wa s  designed with such ap­
plications in view, as the following specification list shows . 38 
(1) Symbol matrices -with 256 symbols.  
(2) Speed of  2 , 000 characters per second . 
(_3) Maximum page size Bt" x ll" . 
(4) Proportional character width in 2� increments . 
(5) Justification--space size from minimum to maximum in 3% 
increments. 
(6) Leading--from minimum to maxi1num in 3� increments .  
(?) Re gistration--relative positional accuracies o f  0 . 02% arrl 
absolute positional accuracies of 0. 25�. 
38 Moore , p. 217. 
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A frequently noted advantage of c ompute rized type settin g  instal-
lations is the relatively low skill level required of an input urrl..t 
keyboard operator . This advanta ge stems from the use o f  standard type � · 
write r keyboax-ds .  The initial keyboarded input to the GA-1000 generated 
a sequential output which served 'a s  an input to a GA-1000 printe r .  The 
final output product . wa s type on film or paper .  The image wa s the re-
sult of the system ' s sophi stic ated character reco gnition devic e , 
cathode ray tube , optic al photographic system , and automatic proc e s sing 
unit . 39 
The sec ond signific ant development in c ompute ri zed tyPe setting 
during 1961 , as alre ady noted , wa s Compugraphic 1 s  Directo ry Tape Proc-
e s s.or . Although diffe re nt in function and c omplexity from the VIDIAC 
G/_i-1000 , the DTP was also de signed to meet the needs of dir·ec tory . pub­
lic ations . Spec ific ally , the DTP wa s  de signed to aid in updating and 
setting type for tele phone directorie s . 40  The primary charac teri stic 
which distingui shed the DTP from the VIDIAC GA-1000 was its de sign 
which enabled it to aid in the setting of hot-metal c ompo sition only. 
The Compugraphic Corporation apparently forecast the nee d  fo r c omputers 
in the hot-metal industry and developed the DTP with that need in mind .  
The DTP used pa pe r  tape to activate line-c asting ma.chine s .  As 
with the VIDIAC GA-1000 , the DTP provided increased speed in the pro-
ducti on of c ompositi on and a relatively simple keyboardi ng operation .  
39 Moore . 
40 Anonymous , " Tape Proce s sor Speeds Phone Directory Compo �i­
tion , "  Printing Produc ti on , Vol .  92 (December 1961) , P• 56 . 
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. The keyboard operator wa s  burdened with a minimu.m of coding. DTP tape , 
which was s imilar to TTS tape , was perforated on a keyboard consi�ting 
of only a lo-w�r case alphabet , ·nlliiierals , and a minimum of space codes. 41 '  
Compared � the conventional TTS system, the DTP provided a considerable 
saving of time. 
Following the keyboarding operation , tape was fed into a double 
tape reader which produced , automatically, a fully coded tape at 1 , 000 
lines an hour . This tape , from which the type composition was done , was 
placed on the operating unit of the line-casting machine . The tape 
activated the line-caster with fewer codes than were necessary to oper­
ate line-casters with conventional TTS tape . The DTP performed the 
following functions automatically in producing fully coded TTS tape .42 
(1) The DTP added all signals for capitalization, codes for on 
and off the rail , the line elevate, and assembler slide return codes . 
(2 ) Line justification was determined by the DTP ' s digital 
computer. 
(3)  The number of leaders required in the line was c alculated by 
the DTP, relieving the keyboard operator of this decision. 
(4) Delays of proper time value were inserted in the DTP output 
tape to secure optimum line-casting machine performance .  
(5) The DTP automatically decided whether the c opy would require 
one or more lines .  
41 "Tape Processor. " 
42 "Tape Processor, " PP• 56-57. 
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(6) Error c orrec tion was handled by a single keystroke in the 
input tape , rather than turning the tape back and rubbing out the error . 
(?) The DTP differentiated between line s  to be set in boldface 
and those to be set in lightface .  For example , from a single input 
tape , it might punch out two final · tape s ,  one for casting 8-point bold­
fac e  line s , the other for 6-point lightface lines . 
(8) Where directorie s were changing over from alphabetic 
exchange identification to all number exchanges ,  the DTP could auto­
matically c onvert the alphabet c ode s  of the old exchange into proper 
number codes for the new book. 
Prior to the adoption of the DTP computer system , telephone 
direqtory composition wa s done e ither by manual operation of line­
casting machines or by operation o f  the machines through perforated 
teiet:r,pe setter tape . 43 Compared to the advantages inherent in the 
DTP , either of these methods seem obsolete today. 
�o illustrate the extent of time and labor saved by the DTP , the 
TTS make s use of many control and function keys that must be struck for 
proper line-casting machine operation. These keystroke s ,  which involve 
operator decisions , are not necessary with the DTP. Such keyboarding 
include s operator deci sions regarding line justification , two-line 
listings ,  lead insertions , corrections , etc . Also , there are five 
43 •1Tape Proce ssor . " 
additional keystrokes on a conventional TTS keyboard. Included are : 
r = rail shift 
s = shift for upper case 
u = unshift for upper case 
R = return 
E = elevate 
35 
These keystrokes ,  plus decisions regarding the number of leader matrices 
needed to fill a line , multiply considerably the number of keystroke s 
required. 44  
To further illustrate : The following three lines o f  directory 
copy would require 174 strokes on a TTS system. Besides the keystroke s ,  
the .operator vrould also have to watch the justification pointer inter� 
mittently. The underlined letters represent TTS codes a s  they would 
appear on a tape . 
�f�nch !,j�as .[n� r_237 !b�oadway r • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  _[el� 
�f�inch .!.m�arylin .!.a.1! �S.£edalia �11!,d r • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
2.54-7889� 
�f!!inch _[t!!;hos _!j.1! r_l6 .!.b.£arnes r. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • �el�ot 
5-6768� 
With the DTP computer, the same ori ginal copy c ould be ty-ped by · the 
TTS operator in 103 stroke s . This represents  a saving of 71 strokes 
44 "Tape Proces sor. " 
or 40.8 per cent of the c ode s  needed to operate the line-easting 
machine from perforated tape . 45 
)6 
The DTP would have automatically c oded the tape and included 
insertions of the c orrect number of leaders . The eliminated keystroke s 
(those supplied by the DTP) are the control and functional one s . They 
are , furthermore , the keystroke s which break the rhythm of normal key­
board operation. In the instance of the three lines presented above , a 
gain or 69 per cent in productivity re sulted . Also , experts in the area 
e stimate that 40 per cent of the operator ' s  keyboard time is involved in 
watching the justification pointer and in making justification 
decisions . 46 
The praise generally given to the Compugraphic DTP c omputer sys­
tem seems to stem from the computer ' s  ability to increase the optimum 
ca:Pacity of line-casting ma.chines and to decrea se the burden of key­
board operation. Although the se areas should be recognized a s advan-
tageous , innovative achievements , the author believe s that the DTP 
contributed to the hot-metal industry s omething more valuable than a 
means of produc ing type at hi gh speed s .  Innovations such as the DTP are 
probably responsible for the survival of many plant s pre sently using 
hot-metal techniques .  
In the past , many persons forec ast the eventual elimination of 
hot-metal type setting . Such predic tions were the c onsequence of 
45 "Tape Proce ssor �1  pp . 57 , 106. 
46 11Tape Proce ssor , '' p. 106. 
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approximately a decade of rapid advancements in photocomposition. Yet , 
because of the computer ,  1961 brought a firm foundation for technolog- _ 
ical growth in both hot-metal c omposition and photocomposition.  The day ' 
may come when hot-metal techniques will be completely obsolete . However, 
the adaptability of the c omputer to hot-metal methods seems to have 
delayed such obsole scence . 
- 1962 
Introduc tion of computerized type setting in 1961 re sulted in the 
need for re-evaluation of existing c ompo sition methods . Consequently, 
-
some printers began to show an active intere st in the possible advan-
tage s of electronic composition. This group was comprised of those who 
believed that at least a significant percentage of the work being done 
could be automated .47 
Contrary to the opinions of _the group noted above were those who 
did not believe that the c omputer repre s ented a "c ompetitive threat" 
to traditional typesetting methods .  They believed that the existing 
situatio n would not change in the immediate .t'uture . 48  
The manufacturers of elec tronic equipment , however,  agreed with 
those who saw room for the computer in printing . The c ontent of 
printing industry literature publi shed in 1962 and dealing with com­
puters was not so much c once rned with the application of computers to 
47 Arthur E. Gardner , "Computers and Type setting , "  Graphic 
Arts Monthly, Vol. 34 {June 1962 ) ,  P •  52 . 
· 
48 Gardner , ''Computers and Type s etting . "  
a specific area of the gra phic arts as it was concerned with familiar­
izing printers with basic electronic principles .  
Ill�trative of  the material made available for printers -we re  
two reports published in  1962. The first , "A Study o r  Electronics  for 
Printers , "  appeared in the July-August 1962 i�sue of graphic !!:!:.! 
Progress. 49 The second , ''An Electronic Primer , " was the first or a 
serie s of articles published in Printing Production. SO Both attempted 
to illustrate , in easily comprehensible terms , the functions of the 
J8 
internal elements of computer components . Such article s appeared to be 
an attempt by c omputer manufacturers to make printers cognizant or de-
vices ld1ich the graphic arts would be confronted with in ts'te future . 
In 1962 the introduction of two new computerized typesetting 
methods accompanied the division that seemed to be growing between 
skeptics and advocates of electronic composition. The first wa.s the 
Linasec , a product of the Compugraphic Corporation. The second , an­
nounced by the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) was the RCA 301 
Electronic Data Proce ssing System. 51 
The Compugraphic Corporation claimed that the Linasec computer 
attained three signific ant achievement s  for typesetters . The first was 
49 Anonymous , "A Study of Electronic s for Printers , "  Graphic 
!£ts Progress ,  Vo1. 9 (July/August 1962 ) , PP• 1-4. 
. .50 Herbert L. Wei ss , ''An Electronic Primer , "  Printing Pro-
duct�, Vol. 93 (December 1962 ) , pp . 66-6? , ?O , 139-140, 142-144, 146 • . 
51 Anonymous , "Computers Speed � setting Tapa Processing, " 
Printin.g Produ�tion, Vol. 93 (November 1962 ) , P• 4?. 
I 
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a possible production inc rease or 67 par cent in straight-matter compo­
sition. The second was that perforator operator training would be 
eliminated. The third was that · typists familiar with conventional 
typewriter keyboards could immediately and with full competency produce 
perforated tape !or type setting ma:chines .  These objectives were 
achieved because the Linasec accepted unjustified perforated tape for 
typesetting ma.chines as its output. 52 
When the Lina.sec was in operation it ''read tt unjustified input 
tape . It punched out justified tape for typesetting machine automatic 
operation at a rate of 7 ,200 newspaper column lines an hour. However , 
because or time taken for hyphenation by a monitor (a person needed to 
aid .in the computer operation), the rate was reduced to approximately 
3,600 newspaper column lines an hour. All lines which ended after c om­
plete words we re  punched automatically. When the computer came to a . 
line requiring a divided-word endir1g, it came to a stop and a screen 
displayed the entire word to be hyphenated and indicated the last 
character wich would fit into the line . A monitor then selected the 
proper line ending by pushing a hyphenation key and a spacing key or a 
key whioh commanded no hyphenation.  Automatic operation the n  continued 
until another decision was needed. 53 
Compugraphic Corporation claimed that the keyboarding operation , 
in which the operator did not have to be concerned with hyphenation al'Xi 
52 ncomputers Speed Typesetting. fl 
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justification, accounted for a savings of 25 minute s an hour. other 
advantage s c laimed for the Linasec �'Sre : .54  
(1) Any degree o f  type mixing that wa s  pos sible on type-c asting 
machines could be handled. 
(2 ) �e compute r  c ould be arranged to accept original and c or­
rection tape s to produce a "clean" tape as its output . 
(3) The Linasec c ould be equi_pped to produce several tape out­
puts when all of the type to be produced could not be handled by one 
type-easting machine . 
(4) The c omputer-per.f'orator c ould be equipped to c onvert wire 
services or other tape s  into tape representing line mea sures , new typa 
faoe.s or new fonts . 
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Although adaptable to directory and straigh�matter c ompo sition , 
most of the publicity regarding the Linasec c oncerned 1tse1f with ·po s­
sible use in the newspaper industry-. It is not surpris ing that news­
papers , a medium generally concerned with speed of publication , bec ame 
a primary "target" fo r automated composition method s .  
RCA developed its RCA 301 Electronic Data Proce ssing Computer to 
accommodate newspaper production . With this system , a typist punched 
news copy on pa.per tape which was fed into the machine . The computer 
justified the tape to newspaper c olumn width according to instructions 
on magnetic ta:p9 which was stored in its memory. The RCA 301 
.54 ''Compute.rs Speed Type settin g. 11 
represented the first commercial use of magnetic tape in conjunction 
with typesetting functions . 55 
Besides automatically setting type to column width , the )01 
could also automatically determine the best hyphenation of the last 
word in a line . 56 
It is important to distinguish between the RCA )01 and the 
Linasec beoause both systems perrorme� similar typesetting functions . 
The advantages or the Linasec over conventional typesetting methods 
were also inherent in the RCA )01_ , However • the RCA 301 c omputer be-
came known as a superior system for two reasons . The !irst was the 
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301 ' s  abi1ity to hyphenate without the use of a monitor. The moni­
toring operation of the Linasec , although a relatively rapid proc e s s , 
reduced the optimum capacity of the system by approximately 50 per cent. 
The s�cond was the JOl c omputer ' s  adaptability to the use or magnetic 
tape . This llowed the system to produce corrected tape at the rate. of 
36, 000 �ewspa.per lines an hour. 57 This was an obvious advantage com­
pared to the maximum production of 7 ,200 lines p1�duced by the Linasec . 
Another area of type setting became a potential computer ap.. 
plication in 1962 when a Pheonix daily paper began handling its clas­
sified adve1�ising by computer. The final c omputer product was a 
perf'orated tape of one day ' s classified section which was to be used 
55 "Computers Speed Typesetting. " 
56 1'Compufan•s Speed Typesetting. " 
57 Anonymous , "Automation in Typesetting , "  Graphic A!1.!
 
Progress ,  Vol. 10 (July/August 1963 ) , P• 2 .  
in conjunction with a phototypesetting machine. The enti�a process 
took 30 nd.nutes .  In this time the computer also prepared the billing. 
�or the classified ads • .58 
Nineteen hundred and sixty-two was climaxed by an increasing 
interest in computerized typesetting techniques.  Cu'riosities wa re  
aroused not only by the most probable users o f  automated type setting-­
such as large newspapers and publishe!s--but by smaller publishers and 
commercial printers as well. Questions often asked by printers re-
garded the feasibility of computers for medium and small-sized plants. 
Arthur Gardner attempted to answer suoh questions in an article pub­
lished in . the June , 1962 issue of Graphio � Monthly. 59 
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. .Although there appeared to be no immediate solution to the high 
costs of' most units , Gardner anticipated the "birth" o� computer 
cente�s to facilitate composition s the need for high-speed tYP9-
aetting increased. He also issued · a "warning" to skeptic s  who con- · 
tended �t the computer could not be adapted to small and medium-sized 
plants : 
If' we choose to completely di sregard what is  now haP­
pening, it seems pos sible that the 1 typesett?rs 1 of' the 
:tu.ture may be a new breed--a pa.rt of industries very un­
related to what wa now call the type setting industry. 
Or , at least , we will find ourselves f'ac1g� competition 
w1 th w"hom wa are not prepared to compete • 
.58 Gardner , "Computers an:i Typesetting , " P• 51. 
59 Gardner , "Computers and Type setti�g, " P• 53. 
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Although it was bec oming increasingly evident that electronic 
typesetting was gaining a "foothold" in the printing industry , there 
. 43 
were many 'Who could not foresee additional development of c omputer 
typesetting. Evidence did not seem to U.pre ss "traditionalists . " For 
each advantage noted by advocates of computers , there wre disadvan-
�ages noted by "skeptic s . " One argum�nt against computer use was that 
the computer would not likely beoozre an integral part of composing 
machine s in the near f'uture because of their expense . Many also be-
lieved that the purchase or rental or computers was beyond . the means ot 
all except large publishe rs . Another argument was that the capacity or 
computers exoeeded the requirements for type setting , and for c omputers 
to be economical they must operate at full capacity. 61 Although some of 
- -
the se arguments may have been valid at the time they were ms.de , improve­
ments were continuously being made · and di sadvantage s were largely over- · 
come. "Tradition directed" printers were apparently unable to look 
ahead and , thus n�re satisfied to accept the status quo. 
During 1963 constant attempts to improve industry acceptance of 
. computers ls�re being made by those who recognized the importa.riee of 
technological progre ss. One author noted that "printers ma.y resist 
61 ttAutomation in Type setting, "  p. 2. 
automation, but technological advances are definitely to be reckoned 
w1 th. Composing rooms must follow the trerrls or the times. ,,62 
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.Another uthor emphasized that printers would soon have to study 
the advisability of installing or renting electronic computers : 
Computer concepts are here to stay. When productivity 
can be increased by as much as 100� through their use , it 
becomes clear that the printer using such equipment has a 
vast advantage over his conservative competitors . The 
electronic data processing a ge for printers is here--an:l 
those liho fail to see it may be priced out of the market 
within a few years . Now is the time to prepare for it. 63 
It is reasonable to assume that the continued progress o� com-
puterized typesetting techniques caused at least some printing tttradi­
tionalistsff to re-evaluate their position on the matter of automation. 
In 196J , computers we re  introduced with capabilities beyond reality a 
short tine before . Computers re doing the following in various com-
11e�ial printing and newspaper plants : 64 · 
(1) Setting and justify-lng lines of t� . 
(2 ) &ii ting and correcting copy. 
(3)  Selecting, rejecting, classifying and dating classified 
advertising. 
(4) Indexing , listing and cataloging alphabetically. 
62 Alexander Lawson, "Computers Will Be A Major Factor In 
Tomorrow' s Typesetting , "  Inland Printer/Americ an Lithographe r , Vol. 151 
(August 1963) , pp. 66-6?. 
63 Walter Kubilius , "Typesetting Via Computers . "  Printing 
Magazine , Vol. 8? (Ma.rob 1963) , p. 65. 
· 64 Kubili us . 
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(5) Billing and addressing advertising and circulation depart-
ment accounts. 
During 1963 , five computer systems were developed or planned for 
the typographic industry. The fact that five new units were developed 
(more than were introduced in 1961 and 1962 combined ) illustrates the 
speed at which electronics were becoming adaptable to composition meth­
ods. The new systems included : Alphaty-pe , IBM 1620 , RCA 30 ,  GE 225 
and Tapetron. 
The Alphatype was not considered a computer in the same sense as 
the electronic computers already discussed. It was designed as a 
phototypesetting machine .  However , a small special-purpose c omputer 
was bui1t into its recording system. The ilphatype s a tape-oriented 
phototypesetting system developed and manufactured by the Filmotype 
Corpoi;ation. The system was proposed in 1961 but did not emerge as a 
practical system until 196) . The Alpha.type was compri sed of an elec­
tric typewriter, cable connected to a magnetic-tape recorder, which 
converted a 10-level binary signal to magnetic tape , and an exposure 
unit which had to be inserted through a darkroom wall. Type size range 
was 6 to 18 point , with possible lina lengths to 60 picas . The speed 
capability of the system was about eight newspaper-length line s  a min­
ute .  The photo or expo sure unit could aceommodate little more than the 
output ot one keyboard-recorder combination. The standard ilphatype 
tont s a negative containing two 84-character alphabets.65 
65 Glossaiz g,!_ flutomate..4 !.YJ?esetting, p. J .  
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Alphatype was said to produce quality composition at les s  than 
the cost of hot-metal type . Promoters of the Alphatype noted that . its 
applioation was advantageous in . the areas of magazine production , book 
production, law reports , tabular matter ,  tnx>graphical design and speed 
. 
c opy. The Alphatype system was also said to be relatively trouble-free 
because it had few moving pa.rts . 66 
The purpose of the small computer was to aid in justification. 
It determined the number of unit spaces remaining in a line and how 
they should be di stributed to justify the line . Such justification 
information was rec orded on tape . After the c opy was recorded , the 
tape was transferred to the printing unit where it activated the ex­
posing machanism. 67 
Allen Friedman , pre sident of Filmotype Corporation , noted the 
. 68 following advantages of the ilphatype : · 
(1) Operator could be trained within two weeks to handle c om-
plex tabular matter. 
(2 ) The compact and quiet keyboard and recorder moved type-
setting from the composing room to the editorial office .  
(3) Labor costs were reduced because the keyboard nd recorder 
could be operated by skilled typists.  
66 Anonymous , "ilphatype--Phototypesetting System, " Graphic 
Arts Monthll, Vol. 35 (January 1963 ) ,  P• 78 . 
67 "Alphatype--Phototype setting System, "  P• 78-80 . 
· 68 ftJUp.hatype--Phototyps setting System, "  P• 80-150 . 
(4) Lo-� investment--from one-third to .one-fourth that or other 
phototypesetting devices . 
(5) Fonts could be specially a?Xl economically desigi1ed for any 
job. 
(6) Matrix costs -were kept to a minimum. 
(7) Layouts could be changed without retyping. 
(8) The equipment could be used tor most types or printing work 
trom letter service to c omplex tabular matter. 
(9) Copy could be blocked to fit any layout . 
(10) Copy could be proofread from the typewriter c opy before the 
matter was photographed and printed . 
. (11) The magnetic tape could be stored :!or future reference and 
(or) production or erased and re-used • 
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. International Business Machine s , Incorporated , marked its begin­
ning in the typesetting industry in 1963 with the introduction o:r the 
IBM 162Q Type Composit ion Program. This involved the use of a 1620 
computer programmed to facilitate typesetting as well as other busine ss· 
functions . The IBM 1620 Type Composition Program was developed as a 
joint effort between IBM am the Oklahoma Publishing Company. Basi­
cally, the program s designed to enable an IBM 1620 computer to 
"read" minimum-coded tape , unjustified 6-channel punohed-pa.per tape ,  
justify arrl. hyphenate the copy according to specifications , and produce 
a new output tape at speeds to 800 characters a second . The computer­
produoed tape contained all the necessary justi:!ioation , hyphenation 
ard c ontrol codes to operate tape-driven line-casters or other 
typesetting machines .  · The simplest IBM system c onsisted of the basic 
1620 c omputer , an input reader and an output punch.  More complex 
systems included such peripheral equipment as buffers (a unit allo�rl.ng 
the computer to perform two or more functions at onc e ) , and magnetic 
disk storage which enabled as many as 20 readers and punche s with one 
computer. Depending on the c onfiguration used , production capacity of 
the 1620 ranged from 4 , 000 to 12 , 000._ newspaper line s an hour. 69 
The first 1620 was installed and tested at the Miami Herald , a 
daily newspaper in Florida. The rr.e.chine was tested at 98 per cent 
48 
hyphenation accuracy--higher than any system produced before this time . 
Hyphenation was acc ompli shed in the following manner : 
When a word must be divided at the end of a line the c omputer . 
first sc ans an "exc eptional word " dictionary wnich c ontains 
100-125 frequently used words which the c omputer has been known 
to hyphenate incorrectly. If the word is not there , the c om­
puter determine s the number of syllables and vowel c ounts of 
the word . It then scans a special hyphenation probability 
· table to determine the best dividi ng point . 70 
The IBM 1620 gai ned popularity because of its sophistic ated 
method of hyphenation and the relatively unc omplex means of adapting 
employees  to the method . One plant , '  the South Bend Indiana Tribune , 
. . a�er installing a 1620 operation , c onverted some pe rfo rator operators 
69 Glo s sary � Automated !YJ?esetting, P• 44. 
70 Anonymous , "Automation Computer Type System at Work , "  
&:litor ! Publisher , Vol.  96 (November 30 , 1963 ) , P• 74. 
to the new system in only one da.y. An executive from the Tribune 
noted : 
The IBM equipment arrived in our plant October 18 . Af'ter 
it was checked and te sted , two perf'orator operators began 
the ctual production on Friday, October 2.5--one -week after 
the computer had arrived. Five days later , October :3oth, 
three more perforator operators c hanged over to setting 
type through the computer . A week later the remaining 
operators were given some training in the afternoon and the 
following day , Thursday, November 7th , all four editions 
were produoed via the c omputer • . _This was just :fourteen days 
after the first two perforator operators started setting type 
by the new method , nd only twenty days at'ter the equipment 
came into our plant. 71 
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No employee displacement took place because of the computerized system.  
Thi s  appeared to be a consistant policy with other gt�phic arts organ-
izations using computers in their composing rooms . 
Computers discussed thus far have been most feasible for large 
printing an:l publishing companie s .  A s  noted earlier, thi s became a 
concern for smalle r  printers who W l'e :finding it difficult to compete 
with the large organizations . To facilitate the type setting need s  of 
smaller -printers , RCA developed its RCA :30 computer. This was the 
first electronic computer designed for specific use by "medium size " 
daily newspapers . large weeklies a.rxl commercial printers .  The RCA JO 
was an aqaptation of the :301 and its :function (like the 301) was to 
produce ,  automatically justified and hyphenated typesetting. 72 
71 11Automation Computer Type System at Work. " 
72 Anonymous , ''Computer Produces Tape For Medium Size 
Newspapers , "  Printing Production , Vol. 94 (Daoember 196:3 ) , PP• 98 , 100. 
The RCA 30 was pre-programmed to accept standard teletypesetter 
tape at the rate �f 100 characters a sec ond .  It could produce up
.
to -
18 , 000 · 8-point 11-pic a lines of tyPe an hour on punched paper tape . 
This was nearly 130 c olumns of strai ght news ma.tter--equivalent to the 
editorial c ontent of a medium-siz�d newspaper. 73 
Although computer manufacturers had apparently now succeeded in 
meeting the varied compo sition deman�s of ioo st publishers , one should 
not conclude that all type setting computers produc ed found the ir way to 
successful use in the industry. Two systems developed in 1963 failed 
to attain the ty-pe setting achievements of other c omputer systems . One 
was the GE 225 , and the oth er wa s  a system c alled Tapetron • 
. The GE 225 ,  produced by the General Electric Corpo rati on ,  was 
de si gned to prepare tape for typesettin g and to bill for the entire 
classified section of the Ari zona Journal. The venture apparently 
failed because o f  poor c ommunicati on--an "old story" in the printing 
industry . ttGE didn ' t know newspaper problems and the Journal didn ' t  
know compute r problems . 1174 GE rec eived co nsiderable public ity as . a 
re sult of the failure of its pioneer installatio n at the Journal. The 
firm has not publicly associated itself with types etting since .  
The Tapetron ,  a special-purpose computer for type setting ap­
plication was de s igned by Digital Systems , Incorporated . The proposed 
73 
74 
ttComouter Produces Tape , 11 pp. 98 , 100 . � 
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systeJn was widely publicized . The manufacturer experienc ed dif'ficul-
ties , ho-w--ever, and the Tapetron did not become commercially available . 
The computer wa s  planned for use in conjuncti on with line-castin g and 
phototypesetting machine taps-punch operation. Like most of the type­
setting computers already on the market , the Tapetron was desi gned to 
aid in hyphenation and justification. The hyphenation operation , simi­
lar to that of the Lina.sec , would have involved the use of a monitor.75 
Although some large connnercial printers were using c omputers by 
1963 , most installations were applicable to publishing. Activity in 
the industry , however, indicated t�t c ommercial printers wre becoming 
increasingly interested in computer installations. Reports indicated 
that · there ware inc reasing reque sts from c ommercial printers t·o visit 
newspaper and directory plants and study the existing operations . 76 
. The full potential of c omputers was realized only after instal­
lations had been oparati ng for some time . During the trial or learning 
period �anagement often conducted experiments ich led to ways in 
which computer capacity s increased . Some companie s  have installed 
computers whose major applicatio ns involve editing and sequential com­
pilation of complicated listing j.Q.terial. Many of these c ompanies 
found to their surprise that their computer system could substantially 
reduce compositi on costs in ordinary straight �.a.tter. Companies that 
75 Anonymous, ''Tape Composition Computer , " Graphic � Monthl.v, 
Vol. 35 (May 1963) , p. 245. 
· 76 Kubilius , p. 103. 
insta).led computers for the purpose of h�ena.tion and justification 
found that the computer could also be programmed to aid in the setting 
of classified ads .  In one newspaper plant (Los Angeles Time s ) , re­
porters adapted to keyboards that produced tape mile the repo.rters 
' typed . 77 
Perhaps the greatest realization by the printing industry in 
1963 was that general-purpose computers , programmed . for type setting, 
could also be programmed to aid in of'fice and management operations. 
It was sugge sted at an Amerioan Newspaper Publishers Association c on­
ference in 1963 that "all large newspapers will be using c ompute-rs be­
fore long and be sides aiding in typesetting, computers will be used in 
conjunction with credit controls , acoounting of accounts receivable 
procedures ,  and generation of timely sales ard statistical credit and 
produotion facts tor management analysis . �78 
Perhaps the least c onspicuous reason for the rapid growth of 
automated typesetting techniques i� what is frequently ca.lied the 11in. 
formation explosion. " This means that people are seeking and finding 
more information than ever before . An unavoidable consequence - of the 
111n£orma.tion explosion" was an increased demand f'or prin·ted material. 
77 Anonymous , ttL. A .  Times Reports Master Typing for Computer , " 
!':ditot, !  Publisher , Vol. 96 (June 15, 1963) , P• 48 .  · 
?8 Anonymous , "Computer Principles and Practice Reviewed at 
ANPA-RI Conference , " Printing Produetion , Vol. 93 {Jul.y 1963 ) , PP• 5�-.51. 
As a �sult , the potential market for books , newspapers , magazines and 
other literature has great� increased . 
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Printers and publishers , to satisfy the demands o! customers , 
must produce the printed product at faster speeds than were required in 
the pa.st. Printers who cannot or will not meet c ontemporary consumer 
demands will be forced to forfeit much busine s s  to those wo can. 
The introduotion of c omputers .. for type setting was a logioal re­
sult of the "information explosion. 11 Befo re  1964, printers viewed the 
typesetting computer a.s a tool capable of producing the sa.ma f'ina.1 _ 
product that conventional composing ma.chinas had been produc ing for 
years. The only dif'fe renoe between computerized and conventional type­
setting thods was that of computer speed-which many printers did not 
believe was necessary. Unfavorable attit�es toward typesetting com­
puters were undoubtedly related to this central fact. Such attitudes 
also resulted �rom predispositions · regarding abstract electronic de­
vices .  If the skeptic ould have c onsidered the social implications or 
the c omposing-room computer, electronic s in the typographic industry 
might have been welcomed as a means of increasing plant capacity and 
profits. 
It is illogical to assume that c omputer manufacturers represent 
a competitive threat to a type setting plant using c onventional type­
setting methods . It is also illogical to assume that manufacturers of 
electronic typesetting devices want to compete with typographers , or 
have the intention �f "putting" typesetting plants out 0£ busines s .  
However , it is logical to assume that there wa s  a "deep rooted" reason 
st emming from soc ial needs that caus ed the inevi t able introduction o f  
typesett ing comput ers . The author suggests that t his r eason grew 
largely from the increas ing demands o f  the ult imat e consumers o f 
print ed mat erial . 
S everal event s in 1964 indicat e  that some people were b egin-
ning to r ealize the need for providing print ed · matt er fast er than was 
previously required . The author considers two o f  these events b eing 
among the most signi fi c ant happenings in the printing industry in 1964 . 
The first was a program established at the Universit y o f  Pit t sburgh 
Computat ion and Data Pro c essing Cent er . The s econd was the est ablish-
ment of an organi zation called Research on Comput er Applicat ions in the 
Printing and Publishing Industries ( ROCAPPI ) . One factor common to the 
est ablishm ent of both of thes e organizat ions was the realization that 
there was a need for fast er ,  bett er and more print ed books and other 
print ed mat erial . 
The pro j e ct conduc t ed at the University o f  Pitt sburgh was en­
titled UPGRADE ( University of Pittsburgh Generalized Recording and 
Diss eminat ion Experiment ) . A report to the printing industry r e-
garding t he signi fic ance o f  the UPGRADE experiment appeared in the 1964 
volume o f  the Technic al Assoc iat ion of the Graphic Arts annual publi c a-
tion . The following are the highlights and important points of that 
experiment . 79 
79 Lee Obringer , "Comput er Input
: From Printing Control 
Tapes , "  TAGA Pro c e edin�s (Rochest er , N . Y . : Technical Asso c iati on o f  
the Graphic Art s ,  1964 , PP • 304-317 . 
The purpose of project UPGRADE was to simplify and increase the 
speed or book production. This was done by using an IBM computer in 
conjunction with a phototype setting ma.chine. Another purpose or the 
project was to record and store currently published material in com­
puter compatible form for possible future us e .  
One unique resu1t o r'  the UPGRADE experiment wa s  that various 
technical staffs at the University or Pittsburgh became cognizant of 
the printing industry and problems faced by printers as a resu.J.t of 
technological growth in the composing room. Essentially , tho se in­
volved in planning the UPGRADE program had to study printing before 
proceeding with the ir experiment . A reason for thi s was that UPGRADE 
was designed to use pa.per tapes which were punched during the printing 
processes for Linotype , Monotype and phototype setting. Consequently , 
the cqmputer used ha.d to accept punched tapes from each of the type­
setting systems . To facilitate thi s need , the computer had built-in· 
pa.per-t�pa readers and punche s tor 5- ,  6- , 7-, 8-, 15- , and 31-ohannel 
tapes .  
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The computer prograi.'11 created for project UPGRADE wa.s called 
PENELOPE (Pittsburgh National Language Process) . The program was de­
signed to "bring the co1nputer to the level of the user, 11 instead of the 
"user having to work at the level of the c omputer. "  In other words , 
the system was designed to be used by people without detailed computer 
training. 
Thi s computerized typesetting system was capable of setting 
strai ght text or tabular material from unjustified tape . The system, 
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besid�s accepting input from paper tapes , also possessed the ability to 
accept input from punched cards and magnetic tape . The final product 
from the computer was justified ta.pe for use on a Photon 560 typesetting 
ma.chine . 
A unique characteristic of the UPGRADE system was its manner of 
handling page arrangements and corrections . To aoeomplish this ,  nma.n­
macbine interaction" by way of an on-line display tube (cathode tube ) 
with a light pen and typewriter were used. Du.ring the computer opera­
tion , the text wa.s displayed on the cathode tube and the operator was 
able to make any desired c orrections by use o! standard proof-reader 
:marks and the li ght pen. For larger changes ,  such as deleting or in­
serting c omplete paragraphs , instructions to the c omputer were entered 
on an on-line typewriter or on a punched-paper tape . 
In summary, the goals for the UPGRADE system and the PENELOPE 
program were as follows : 
(1) It should handle alphabetical texts in a natural and e!feo-
ti ve manner. 
(2) It should be easy to learn and use . 
(3) It should have suffic ient flexibility to be extended 
uniformly. 
(4) It should be capable of handling basic arithmetic 
expre ssions. 
(5) It should be reasonably easy to read programs written in the 
language. 
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. (6) It shou1d relieve the programmer of as many of the computer­
dependent processes as possible . 
The purpose of ROCAPPI was to conduct research in the advanced 
use or computers in various areas or printing. The goal or ROCAPPI was 
the elhdnation of all hand-work incidental to composition. In an at­
tempt to meet this goal ,  the organization spent $100 ,000 writing pro­
grams in 1964. It estimated that another $200 , 000 would be required 
before all or its objectives could be attained. The programs , devel­
oped to aid in typesetting , were designed to be used . in c onjunction 
with an RCA 301 computer which the organization had leased. BO 
When compared to most typesetting c omputer programs , the ROCAPPI 
programs ware unusually flexible . John w. Seybold , f'ounder of ROCAPPI , 
noted that with praper programming , machines such a s  the RCA 301 c ould 
solve . a  "fantasticn number of problems and have nearly endle ss applica­
tions .  Such programs could be designed to .indent , paginate , index, 
catalog, and so on. ROCAPPI programs had the ability to "order" the 
301 to set heads , leave spaces for illustrations , set . captions � and do 
many other eperations. 81 
Programmed into the RCA 301 were 1,000 combinations of type 
size s  a.Di faces . Output wa.s in the form or paper tape , with any one of' 
80 John N. Pannullio , ffNew Comput�rs Are Chang.1ng Printing 
Industry Production Techniques , "  Inland Printer/American Lithographer .  
Vol. 153 (June 1964) , p. 60. 
81 Pannullio .  
) 
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the :ta_ces completely justified and c opy-c orrected before a single line 
or type was set. 82 
Like the UPGRADE project at the University of Pittsburgh , the 
ROCAPPI philosophy was that the printing industry was "fast approaching 
a point at which conventional typesetting procedures �7ere not able to 
keep pace with demands created by an expa11ding population •. n83 
Seybold insisted that computers are often underestimated and not 
used to their be st advantage . He maintained tha.t not only can com­
puters solve complex problems , but also they are too expensive to limit 
to simple operations such as justification and hyphenation. 
The significance of UPGRADE and ROCAPPI is not that they devel-
oped· computer typesetting systems capable of performing tasks in an 
innovative manner. The essential point is the logical emergence of 
such activitie s because of social advances and the needs of' society. 
Along with computer manufacturers already involved in the typo­
graphic industry, four additional orga.niz tions penetrated the graphic 
arts market in 1964. The National Cash Register Corporation (NCR) , 
Harris-Intertype Corporation, the Photon �orporation, and Rec ognition 
F,quipm.ent Corporation introduced c omputer-aided typesetting devices . 
The NCR 315 , a general-purpose computer ,  was equipped with a program to 
aid in the setting of hot-metal composition. Harris-Intertype intro­
duced two special-purpose systems--one for both hot-metal and 
82 Pannullio ,  p. 61. 
BJ Pannullio .  
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photoc9mposition and the other for photooomposition only. Photon intro­
duced its Photon Zip model 900 . Like one or the Intertype systems • the 
Zip used a special-purpose computer to aid in the setting of photocom­
po sition . Rec ognition F,quipment introduced a character rec ognition de­
vice called the Electronic Retina Character Reader .  
The first NCR 315 c omputer used for type setting was installed at 
the Orlando Sentinel Star in Orlando·; F1orida . It produced output tape 
at the rate or 180 lines a minute . Like some of the other c omputers 
discussed , such as the IBM 1620 and the RCA 301 , the NCR 315 provided 
"propertt s pacing and line measure.  It hyphenated words a t  the end of a 
line where neces sary. The proc e ssed tape was then used to aciivate a 
c onventional line-ca sting machine for typesetting. 84  
Although research was steadily being conduc ted to improve the 
t� setting capabilitie s  of c omputers , and manufacturers ware· still 
promoting the type setting functions of their systems , the ability of 
ty-pesetting c omputers to facilitate gene ral office and management use 
had probably accounted for numerous sales and rentals of typesetting 
computers . By 1964 , therefore , these other advantage s had to be pro­
moted in the competitive market . 
The NCR 315 was promoted as a typesetting c omputer, it was also 
programmed to extract income truces , soc ial security and other payroll 
deductions from salarie s .  It could also figure c ommissions and 
84 Anonymous , "Computer Type System Includes Backup Servio e , tt 
&iitor & Publisher, Vol . 97 (February 8 ,  1964) , P• 43. . 
reimb\U"sed expenses and turn out the checks for all employees o f  the 
average company in approximat ely 15 minut es .
85 
As an added attraction , NCR offered as a "back-up" service the 
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facilities of the NCR data proce�sing center in Dayton , Ohio , in the 
event of a breakdown at a plant . In an emergency, paper tape produced 
by typists in the plant would be transmitt ed rapidly to Dayton, proc-
essed by a comput er there , and retransmitted back to the particular 
plant at high speed .
86 
. Another unique feature about the NCR 315 system was that most of 
the equipment could be locat ed in a company ' s  ac counting department . A 
remot e pap er-tape reader and punch , situat ed in the composing room , 
woUld be connected to t he comput er by cable .  Accounting functions 
could be interrupted at any t ime to use the computer for type 
production .
87 
The first comput erized typesett ing syst ems introduced by the 
Intertype Corporation were designed specifically for typesetting of 
newspaper , magazine ,  book and commercial work . The syst ems were devel-
oped by Cognitronics Incorporat ed.  They were capable of reading un-
justified, unhyphenat ed punched tape and producing punched paper tape 
85 Anonymous , "Versatile Comput er Service Displayed , " Editor !_ 
Publisher , Vol . 97 (March 14 ,  1964) , PP • 64-65. 
. 
86 "Comput er Type Syst em Includes Backup Service , " P •  43 .  
87 Anonymous , "New Comput er for C�py Processing i n  Composing 
Rooms , "  Printing Product ion , Vol . 94 (April 1964 ) ,  P • 43 . 
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contai�g all justification , hyphenation and end-of-line signals needed 
for automatic operation of line-casting or phototype setting machin�s. 
Output speeds were rated at llO characters a second . 88  
The line o f  Inte rtype systems included three basic . models--serie s  
300 , serie s 200 and serie s 100 , distinguished by different hyphenation 
capabilitie s .  Serie s 300 models performed hyphenation by searching in a 
stored memory o:f more than 10 , 000 wo-rds and using rule s of logic . Serles 
200 models hyphenated by using logio ru1es only, and serie s 100 depended 
on a monitor to signal hyphenation decisions . 89 
The c omputers c ould be programmed for justification on any pre­
determined line length. They wre capable of storing and simuJ.tane­
ously using information on four different type -fonts having different 
brass dths . Fonts c olil.d be intermixed hen required. Justified or 
un·justified paper tape produced on manually operated keyboard ma.chine s 
c arried input data. Unjustified tape c ontained no e nd-of-line c ode s or 
hyphenation , only text and codes for type styles ,  sizes and line lengths. 
Proce ssed punched-paper tape , ready for feeding into type setting 
machine s ,  was of 5- . 6- , 7- , or 8-channel , depending on the t�setting 
equipment. Input tape did not have to match tba t of output tape , and 
t:ype channels did not ha.ve to match. The computer could also be 
88 "New Computer , "  P• 42 .  
89 "New Computer. " 
equippeQ. with one or more reperforators to be situated on the c omputer 
or at the type setting machine . 90  
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The second 1964 contribution by the IntertyPe Corporation was an 
electronic photographic typesetting system capable of producing twenty­
two newspaper column lines a minute . The system had built-in digital 
c omputers for each of its separate units and produced type on film or 
photographic pa.per at the rate of 20- characters a second .  91 
The key to the electronic phototype setter • s speed lJa.S a plasl'.J1..a. 
arc-light source , developed by IntertYPa , that fiashed on and off in 
one-millionth of a second . The microsec ond burst of high intensity 
light exposed alphabetical characters inscribed on a glass type�disk as 
it spun pa.st n camera at 2400 r. p. m. 92 
The new system consisted of two basic units , a keyboard unit 
that prepared c opy in punohed-tape form and a print-out unit controlled 
by the punched tape . The photographic print-out unit was c apable of 
handling the tape output of up to six copy-preparing keyboard units. 
The basic methqd of operation involved an operator seated at one or the 
keyboard consoles . The operator typed copy on a standard electric 
t�writer connected to a special-purpose computer built into the con­
sole . The computer justified lines automatically and produced a 
90 "New Computer. 11 
91 Anonymous , ''ffiarris-IntertYP9 Phototypesetting System Has 
Built-in Computers , "  Printing Produotion , Vol. 94 (May 1964) , P• 46. 
92 "fiiarris-Intertype] Phototypesetting System. n 
perfora�ed paper ta.pe . The tapes were then fed to the print-out ·unit 
which automatically set lines of photographic type . The keyboard con­
sole produced an 8-channel perforated tape programmed with all the 
neces sary function codes to automatically operate the photographic 
print-out unit. At the same time , the console produced hard copy used 
for reference by the operator. Push buttons provided for c ontrol of 
line lengths in 1/4 pica increments -from 0 through 51 picas . 93 
Ea.ch type-disk on the Intertype unit included 19 different tYPG 
size s .  Characters on the type-disks we re  made in a basic 10-point 
size , but were also available in 15- and 20-point size s . The system 
provided 40 different point sizes from 5 through ?2 points . The type 
disks each contained 240 characters . Because two disks were used in . 
the photographic print-out unit , a. total of 480 characters t-.-iere avail­
able for automatic selection and exposure �: 94 
6J 
The third organization to make a significant contribution to the 
typographic industry in 1964 ·was the Photon Corporation, with the intro­
duction of its Photon Zip model 900. The Zip was a phototypesetting 
system tha.t produced text ros.tter on film or photographic paper from the 
output tape er a computer at the rate of hundreds of charaeters a 
second. Although t..h.e Zip was not a computer , it was significant be­
cause 0£ its capability of being interfaced lt.'1. th any of the comme1�ially 
available compute1•s capable of adequate storage and retrieval. The 
93 "[Harris.-Intertyp§ Phototype setting System, " pp. 46-47. 
94 ri [&.rris-Intert� Phototypesetting System, 11 P• 47. 
Photon Z�p was a high-speed system that could produce justified eight­
inch length lines at the rate or 150 a minute . Another way or mea�uring, 
the speed is that the machine would produce approximately )0 ,000 char­
acters a minute in a 6-point size . 95 
One application for the print-out capabilitie s of the system was 
in the output of computers 'Which served as storage and sorting mediums 
for the organizati on of directories , -- dictionaries and other listings . 
The first Photon Zip system was installed in the National Library of 
Medicine , Bethesda , Maryla:rxi , where it was used for setting medical 
dictionaries .  Other applications were in the newspaper, magazine , book 
·and general printing areas . 96 
The Photon 900 system consisted of three units : A tape handler, 
control unit and photo unit. The tape handler. could be any type of 
stan:iard magnetic-tape unit that was commercially avai1able :f'or o:f'f'­
line operation. The control unit housed a control panel and tape :for­
mat translator ,  memo17, arithmetic section , logic control section and 
c onf'idence check system. These elements transmitted in:f'orma.tion to the 
electronic assemblies  in the photo unit which in turn controlled the 
photographic typesetting operation. 97 
95 Anonymous ,  "Phototypesetting Handles Computer Composition /jhoton Zip Model 906) , "  Printing Production, Vol. 94 (June 1964) , 
p. 61. 
96 "Phototypesetting Handles Compute� Composition. " 
97 "Phototypesetting Hand1es Computer Compositio n. " 
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�e optical system in the photo unit had three basic c omponents : 
A stationary glass matrix containing the characters , a moving lens and 
a photographically sensitive film or paper. The matrix c onsisted or a 
glass plate ld. th transparent characters on an opaque background. It 
contained all or the characters to be printed up to a total of 264 in 
various faces and sizes .  Matrix plate s were interchangeable and each 
character had its own light source . -- The light sources were tiny nash 
lamps operated by the discharge or a condenser . Maximum length or a 
line wa s  eight inc he s  and the maximum number of characters in a full 
line was 200 in 6-point size . Available point sizes ranged from 6 
point to 14-point. The system included a wide choice of type race s for 
straight matter composition and "high typographical qua.lity. tt98 
The Electronic Retina Character Reader built by Recognition 
EquipI?-ent Incorporated was the first system of its kind to be used for 
newspaper producti on .  The first installation was at Perry Publications 
Incorpo�ated in We st Palm Beaoh , Florida . The equipment s de signed 
to function in the accounting, advertising and editorial composition 
operations . The machine consisted of a basic electronic retina and 
recognition unit nich accepted and 11read11 typewritten c opy at the rate 
of approximately 28 , 000 -words a minute . It produced punched-paper tape 
at a speed of 900 wo rds a minute and stored the remaining �"'Ords on a 
magnetic tape until the tape-producing uni� c ould hand1e them. From 
the Electronic Retina unit , the tape was fed into an RC 301 computer. 
98 "Phototype setting Handles Computer Composition , 11
-
PP• 61 , 
116-117. 
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The complJ.ter converted it at high speed into justified tape ready for 
casting or photooomposition machines . 99  
The Electronic Retina ma.chine was based upon a biological study 
of the human eye. Its operation was analogous in many respects to that 
of the human retina.. For example , the Electronic Retina viewed con­
stantly rather than intennittently.100 
When the Electronic Retina Character Reader became fully opera­
tional it eliminated the need for manual punching of tape for intro-
duotion into the computer. The system performed everything done by 
computer typists and at much greater speed. 
As has been noted , there had been much discussion in the typo­
graphic industry regarding typesetting computers for the smaller 
printing and typographical organizations. Along with such discussions 
arose the possibilities of computer centers equipped to assist many 
printers with their typesetting needs. In 1964 this notion became a 
reality in Boston whan an organization, Keyda.ta Corporation, installed 
a "centrally located computer" in downtown Boston. The firm provided 
service of hyphenation and justification of perforated tapes for 
printing plants located within a 40-mile radius.101 
99 Anonymous , "Copy Reading Ma.chine Linked With Computer, "  
!Q.itor ! Publisher, Vol. 97 (December 26 , 1964) , P• 9. 
100 ttCopy Reading Machine. "  
101 Anonymous , "A New England Servi.c� : Computer Composition For 
Sale , h  Printing Production. Vol. 94 (August 1964) , P• 36. 
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Unjustif'ied c opy wa s punched on a Teletype pe rforator keyboard 
installed in the customer ' s  plant . The tape was fed into a transmitter 
which was connected to Keydata 1 s central c omputer .  The c omputer , pro­
grammed for type fac e , line width , etc . , quickly perfo rmed hyphenation 
and justific ation functions and transmitted the information to the 
customer ' s  plant . There , it was c onverted in a reperforator to punched 
tape fo r automatic operation of line -c asting or pho�otypesetting 
ma.chines .1°2 
Keydata ' s  service also included busine ss f'uncti ons such as 
billing , ac c ounts rec eivable , payroll , scheduling ,  inventory and othe r  
data-proces sing. Keydata used a general-purpose computer manu:ractured 
by the Digital Equipment Corp:> ration. A dictionary comprising 50 , 000 
words wa s pro grammed into the computer and hyphenated ·m.th an accuracy -
of 99 per c ent . 103 
Organizations such as the Keydata Corporati on and ROCAPPI re-
pre sented logical outgrowths of computer technology in the printing 
industry. Not only did su�h organizatio ns bec ome innovators and act 
as a liaison between the printing and the electronic s industries ,  but 
they allowed the smaller printers to participate in the c ompute r  revo­
lution with out being burdened with the expense of maintaining an 
installation. The practic al appeal of such organizati ons caused many 
102 "A New England Service , " PP• 36 ,  3?. 
103 "A New England Service , 11 PP• 37 ,  85. 
· printers .to see a need for c omputer specialists in the printing 
industry. 
There is a place in the industry for a specialist in 00111-
puter programming to meet graphic arts composition require­
ment s .  We know that the major deterent to per£ection of 
c omputer programs in the graphic arts was the inability of 
the programmer to communicate with the craftsman. Neither 
understood the c omplexities , the, possibilities or the lim­
itations of the other ' s  tools . lOq. 
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With the increase of computer technology in the book publishing 
industry, many publishers realized that if they failed to keep up to 
date with technological trends they would risk bec oming technologically 
obsole scent. The c oncern , however, was not on1y that of book manu:fac .. 
turers--but authors as well . Psychologically, both publishers and 
authors had to adjust to working with computer print-outs if maximum 
economy was to be achieved . Publishers themselves re apparently 
willi�g to change thods , but the authors objected to computer print­
outs in place ot reproduction proofs . Their primary opposition con- · 
earned �e relatively poor quality of computer print-outs . To overcome 
this dilemma , various book publishers acquired high-speed photocomposi­
tion ma.chines which enabled them to produce high-quality typographic 
proofs from c omputer tapes. l05 Such a system was , of course . not as 
economica1 as  using computer print-outs , but seemed a reasonable 
compromise . 
104 John w. Seybold , "Computers : Do They Have A Place In The 
Graphic Arts Right Now? "  Modern Lithography, .  Vol. 32 ( pril 1964) . 
pp. 32-33. 
· 105 Anonymous , "The Revolution in Book Compo ition , "  � 
Production , Vol .  79 (April 1964) , PP• 55, .58. 
· 
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�other area of concern over computerized type setting s ·union 
attitudes toward netr techniques .  At fi rst it appeared that the ind'1stry 
would f'aoe a lengthy stagn'.ltion period because of union opposition. 
This became particularly evident when , faced with the "invasion" of 
electronic methods , the I .  T .  U.  reaffirmed its po sition on new tech­
nologie s with its by-law statement : 11Any method or proce ss that sub-
stitutes or replace s  traditional compo�ing room • • •  work , regardless  
of the terial or equipment used , is under the jurisdiction of the 
International Typo gr  phical Union. ttl06 When it became ap rent that 
automated type setting methods had resulted in neglig-lble worker dis­
placemgnt , however , the I .  T. u. altered its position. The union 
realized that unless e ffecti e training and retraining action s soon 
taken , they would find themselves overloaded with members who were 
educated and trained in jobs that had become obsolete. In 1964 the 
I .  T. u .  said : "The welfare and job security or I .  T. U.  embers lies 
in our own genius in astering every phase of operation, maintenance 
and c ontrol of all such new devices by upgrading our ski11s. nlO? 
The latter position taken by the I. T. tT. was a management 
victory in th at at le ast the union was wi11ing to help advance type­
setting technology in the area of employee training--thus eliminating 
a 11 sta1e?l1..ate tt of opposi ng viewpoints in union plants . 
106 Arthur E. Gardner , "The Age of Computerized Typesetting , "  
Printi Production, Vol. 95 (October 1964) , ·  P• 93. 
· 10? Gardner, "The Age of Computerized Typesetting, " p. 94. 
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By the end of 1964 there were more than UO computerized type­
setting installations in the United States. 108 The e stablishment of 
such organizations as the Keydata Corporation and ROCAPPI , the recog­
nition of c omputer �setting by the I. T. u. , and similar happenings , 
increased the respect for the capabilitie s  of c omputerized typesetting 
methods . Much or the original skepticism wa s  disappearing in both the 
larger and smaller companie s . 
Prior to 1965, printers generally viewed the type setting com­
puter as a specific unit of production td thout giving much thought to 
its relationships to other production areas in the plant . In order to 
maintain maximum plant capacity, however , the parts should be viewed 
in relati on to the whole . nagement should have knowledge o f  · the er-
f'eot of the parts on the rJhole and the e ffect of the mole on the parts . 
In printing pl.ants us ing c onventional equipment the mathematical 
postulate that "the ole is equal to the sum or its parts" is s ometimes 
applied , but i s  not always obvious . In such plants , an "informal" pro ­
duction control system prevails . The activities of the departments are 
relatively easy to control c ause of management ' s experience with and 
knowledge of c onventional printing equipment. The growth of the com­
puter in the composing room and the potential application o:f computers 
to other areas of the graphic a.rts , however, have caused printing 
· 108 Gardner ,  "The Age of Computerized Type setting , " P• 49. 
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management to re-evaluate their operatio ns in tems of a " systems con­
cept . n· Printers began to realize that they must think of the "system" 
in terms of the consequences o f  electronic applicatio ns . 
The need £or re-evaluation in terms of the "systems concept" in 
printing became an i ssue in 1965. Reports from printers using com­
puterized typesetting methods indicated that computers could not be 
used to :full. capac ity because of bottlenecks in the post-computer 
operations . For examp1e : A computer may ha.ve produced justified and 
hyphenated tape at the rate of 200 characters a second , but the type. 
setting machine in which the tape was used c ould not produce at that 
fast rate . A new "system'' had to be e stablished to provide solutions 
to such problems . 
A September 1965 article by Steuart E. Arnett noted : 
The electronic s and c omputer developinents in recent years 
have forced c onsideration of new systems to replace tradi 
tional ones . The computer potential cannot be fully realized 
simply by introducing computers into the present system. A 
c·omputer system must be de signed to replace the present sys­
tem and a systems concept mu.st be used in preparing a plan 
for change . 10
9 ' ' 
Anothe r author supported this view: 
The safe st of all predictions conoerns the equipment the 
printer of the fUture ·will be usi ng. While it is not yet 
certain who will manu£acture it , it is absolutely certain 
that the equipment itself" ·will be electronic , high speed , 
fiexible and aceurate • • • • As printers beooms ersed in 
electronic technology, a re spect and feeling for a total 
systems concept will be acquired , a c oncept of a system that 
109 Stewart E. Arnett , "Impact of Computer Composition on 
Lithography, " Modern Lithographz, Vol. J3 (September 1965) , P• 38. 
begins when the copy ent ers the door of the plant and is com­
plet�d only when the bill is sent to the customer . Each st ep 
in the work process will be guided by electronic t echnology . 110 · 
The need for re-evaluation in th�se t erms becam e  parti cularly 
prevalent in 1965 becaus e of an economic "backlash" experienced by 
many print ers . Various comput erized types ett ing syst ems were not re-
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sulting in the e conomi c advantages their users thought sho uld be gained . 
Many print ers who had acquired computers during the four yea:rs prior to 
1965 believed that the comput er would "work for itsel f" and easily fit 
into the over-all plant operat ion . However , maintaining an efficient 
comput er installation was not so simple . It is the comput erized "sys-
t ern" that lowers composit ion costs , not the comput er itsel f .  The 
printing and publishing industry in general , a.�d the composition seg-
ment in .Particular , had been given the "admonit ion and inc ent ive , "  when 
electronics was applied t o  typesetting , "to stop cont emplating _ it s  own 
individuality and start realizing its similarity to data-processing 
industries . "111 Comput ers have "vividly" emphasized the nec essity o f  
reviewing the economics o f  both old and new proc ess es as complet e  sys-
tems rather than as individual machines . 
The realization of the need for re-evaluating the "atmosphere" 
surrounding a comput er installat ion apparently caused many print ers · to 
110 P .  L .  Anderson , "The Future of Comput ers in the Graphic 
Arts , " � Proceedings (Ro chest er , N . Y. : Technical Associat ion of the 
Graphic Arts , 1965) , P •  286 . 
111 Arthur E.  Gardner , "Economics of Automat ed Typesett ing :  
Impact o f  Comput ers , "  Inland Print er/American Lithographer ,  Vol . 15� 
(July 1965 ) , P • 39 · 
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become increasingly familiar with advantage s and disadvantages inherent 
in various c omputer systems. This re sulted in a reversal of intere st 
from special-purpo se to general-purpose systems . Although various 
large publi shers ard printers had already realized the potentials of 
general-purpose computers , the majority of compute r users in the 
printing industry had been attracted to special-purpose computers be-
cause of their lowr c o st and "ready-made" applications to spec ific 
areas of typesetting. Be:tore 1965, most
_ 
users of spacial-purpose com­
puters found that they re able to show specific savings more readily 
than re general-purpose users . Thi s ,  however , was true only in the 
11short run. " It wa s  premature to reach meaningful conclusions until 
the applic ations of both techniques were refined . The use of tYPe-
setting computers in the printing industry was too recent f.or printers 
to' make valid judgments regarding computer potentials . 
Arnett wrote : 
It is significant to note that virtually all computer users 
are initia.J.ly attrac ted to special-purpo se computers but as 
they learn more about them, t..liey are attracted to general­
purpo se c omputers . 
I do not know of a single installation here a computer 
used for tyt:>esetting could not also be used advantageously for 
other work. Almost all general-purpose computer s  are capa.b1e 
of more accompli shments than their present use o If you have a 
s�cia.l-purpose c omputer , you have bought the electronic s but 
you are not able to use it for its maximum contribution. 
The gene1•al-purpo se c omputer is capable of adapting to 
changing methods .  New direct acce s s  memories allow more time 
sharing technique s. Stored program designs and applications 
and more programs available , leave little doubt that the 
\ 
general-p�se computer is best suited to the printing 
industr-J'. 
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Special-purpose computers gained early popularity bec ause ot 
their compatibility with traditional. hot-metal. methods as well as their 
ability to hyphenate and justify. · Ho�ver , experts in the typographic 
industry ·ware attempting to make printers aware that justific ation and 
hyphenation capabilitie s were the least of the advantage s inherent in 
electronic c omputers . The ability of a computer to store and retrieve ; 
to change and update ; to do page format ; to number page s and auto­
matically prepare indexe s and table s of contents ; and the additional 
management and rec ord-keeping capabilities of computers were stre ssed 
as more significant advantages than justification a.�d hyphenation.113 
Automatic hyphenation and justification capabi11ties alone 
provided "inoentive 't for newspaper industry involvement. However ,  com-
puters uld have to be er.tended beyond justific ation and hyphenation 
if they were to do more than ''break even'' with conventional TTS opera­
tions . This was particul.arly true in the case of commercial printars.114 
Many printers who invested in c omputer type setting during its 
early yea.rs u..11fortu..Yl.B.tely did so without proper forecasting or accurate 
knowledge of computer potentials . Those printers becalJ'� educated and 
in the long run were probably bett9r off than those who did not c onsider 
the innovative technique s .  Education , however , came at the expense of 
112 Arnett , P• 38. 
ll3 Arnett. 
114 Gardner , "FA onomic s of Automated Typesetting, "  p. 41. 
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trial and error. Printers have . learned that it take s more time and ex­
pense to gain c omputer eJCP9rience than was anticipated .  I n  addition to 
the basio rental or pu..�hase price o:r c omputer equipment , other ex­
penses many printers did not c onsider included higher initial labor 
c osts , space and facility preparation ,  personnel training, additional 
maintenance requirements , attrition costs and parallel operation ex­
pense s .  Printers we re  becoming increasingly aware that t o  maintain an 
inst�llation at maximum capacity, expense factors plus the factors of 
evaluating and forecasting are important considerations before inve sting 
in electronic equipment. 115 
Significant c ontributions in electronic typesetting in 1965 were 
made by four c ompanies--Harris-Intertypa , Monotype , Honeywell , and Bell 
Laboratories . The systems introduced by Monotypa , Honeywell , and Bell 
were the first computer contributions to the typesetting industry by 
the se c ompanie s .  Harris-Intertype 1 s Ferrington Optical Sc anner ,  was 
that :rinils first optical reco gnition device .  
The Ferrington Optical Scanner was de signed t o  "read" type­
written c opy with an electric eye an:l c onve� it to punched tape with­
out the use o:r a keyboard operator. The punched tape operated an 
Intertype electronic phototype setter . The only human operation re­
quired to operate the system was that of someone to " stack" manuscripts 
for input. In other words , this was a. system for proce s s ing c opy after 
ll5 Cardner, "F,conomic s of Automated Typesetting. " 
it was written and edited .  Once the copy was rea.dy for the composing 
room , machines took over. 116 
The Scanner, c oupled with a Harris-Intertype c omputer ,  could be 
programmed to produc e newspaper �xt , advertising layouts ,  book compo­
siti on ,  tabular wo rk or magazine columns . The system worked auto- . 
matically or with the aid of a monitor mo dispatched its tape output 
to different line-easting machines-�thus avoiding composing room 
bottlenecks . 
If input into the Ferrington system was perforated tape , the 
output c ould be photographic composition or hot-metal type . This how-
ever,  required the aid of the sc anner and the computer. The system 
produced 22 lines of newspaper text a minute , and more than 20 , 000 ems 
or book composition an hour. It could also produce mixed , straight 
tabu1�r an:i block compo sition in 40 sizes ,· ranging from 5 through 72 
point . 117 
�he Intertype Corporati on considered the Optical Sc anner system 
with its computer and phototype setting machine c ombination to be the 
most versatile of the typesetting equipment available in 1965. One 
reason for its versatility was its ability to operate line-c asting 
machine s at the sanie time . 118 
116 John Tebbel ,  "The Electronic Compasing Room: How Near Is 
It7 rt Saturday Review , Vol. 48 (June 12 , 1965 ) , PP• 75-76. 
117 Tebbal , P• 76. 
· 118 Tebbel . 
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The initial contribution to  the area of computerize d typeset�ing 
by the Monotype Corporation comprised two systems . One included a . ' 
general-purpose comput er ; the other included a special-purpose comput er . 
Monotype ' s  general-purpose comp�t er was called the ICT 1900 and was 
developed by the Monotype Corporation in Collaboration with Int erna-
tional Comput ers and Tabulators Limit ed o f  London . Monotype ' s  special-
purpose comput er wa.s called the Monotron. 
The general-purpose syst em included the use of keyboards for 
punching narrow tape suitable for input into most general-purpose com-
puters . One keyboard was called the Monotype Comput er Input Keyboard. 
The other was called the GSA Input Perforator . Although both keyboards 
were intended for an identical purpose , the Comput er Keyboard had 300 
keys whereas the Input Perforator had the standard 44-key arrangement . 
The following data regarding the Monotype syst ems were extract ed from a 
report present ed at the Comput er Typesetting Conference sponsored by 
the Institut e o f  Printing Limited, University o f  Sussex , July 14-18 , 
1966 : 119 
The array of 300 keys on the Monotype Comput er Keyboard consist ed 
of · a repet ition of the basic universal typewriter layout for each o f  
seven alphabet s . The keyboard included an apparatus enabling it t o  
119 Anonymous , " Comput er-Aided Typesett ing, " Comput er �­
setting Conference ,  (Sussex , England : �he Inst itut e  o� :rinting Ltd . ,  
University o f  Sussex ,  July 1966 ) , Reprinte4 by Composition Informa-
tion Services . 
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punch 6 , 7 ,  or 8-channel tape. The GSA Input Perforator wa s  used for 
more "straight forward" kinds of typesetting. At both keyboards , an 
operator c ould punch unjustified narrow tape for input into the ICT 
1900 computer. The computer handled all hyphenation , justification and 
other detail work. 
During the computer operation, unjustified tape was "read" into 
the ICT 1900. The data were justified and hyphenated at the rate of 
250 characters a second.  The hyphenation procedure was a logic system 
combined with an exception dictionary. 
If desired , instead of outputting the data immediately as punched 
tape , the computer could be instructed to 11write" or store the data on 
magnetic tape and simultaneously produce a print-out of the type matter 
for proof-reading purposes .  After the print-outs had been checked , the 
keYboard operator would punch a correction . tape for ·matter to be de­
leted , replaced or extra matter inserted . The c omputer then merged the 
original matter with the corrections on a "fresh" reel of magnetic tape 
and an "updated" print-out was provided. After thi s , the computer pro­
vided a •1clea.n, " justified and hyphenated punched-paper tape . The tape 
. could be used immediately in the ease of 6-channel TTS tape or for con­
version to 31-channel or other c odes . 
The program used in the ICT 1900 computer was written expre ssly 
for "exploiting" the versatility of the Mono type and Monophoto ma.chines 
with speoial attention being given to "typo�aphical quality. " 
A unique fe�ture of the ICT system s the Monotype Paper-Tape 
Conversion Unit. The unit was needed bec�use narrow c onventional 
?9 
c omputer tape s were not suitable for immediate use on Monotype or Mono­
photo machine s .  The Conversion Unit operated by "reading" the signals, 
on the narrow tape and c onverting them �o c oordinate si gnals on a 31-
channel tape for controlling standard Monotype and Monophoto machine s . 
The c onversion system worked at a speed sufficient for keeping six 
casting or film- setting machine s in operation . 
The Monotype spec ial-purpo se type setting c ompute r  (the Monotron) 
was a single unit in what was known as the GSA Type setti ng System. The 
system output justified punched tape in the standard 6-channel TTS c ode 
for c o ntrolling line-ca sting machines . It also produc ed tape in the 
c onventional 31-channel c ode for operating Monotype and Monophoto 
machine s . The GSA system involved six units , three of which we re ap­
plicable . to the produc tion of both kinds of tapes ( 6- and 31-channel) . 
The units included an Input Pe rforator ,  a Correction Unit , and a 
Hyphenation Unit . Once the type setting data had been proc e s sed by the 
three units ,  the proc e s se s  that followed enabled tape to be produc e d  
for use on Monotype and Monophoto systems or other type setting systems 
as well . For slug machines other than the Monotype ,  the data were fed 
into a Line Justifying Unit for output as 6-channel TTS tape . The 
punching o f  31-channel Monotype tape neces sitated the use of a Reader­
Adopter and the special-purpose Monotron computer .  
Hyphenation on the GSA system wa s based o n  logic rule s and on 
exception memory. The exception memory had the capacity to store 1,024 
character s , and c ould be updated by the printer with punched tape from 
an input perforator . The entire hyphenation program c onsisted of a 
· punched tape supplied with the equipment. 
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The Monotron computer ,  c oupled to the Reader.J.dopter and the Line 
Justifying Unit, was used for automatically calculating th e  justif'ioa- , 
tion of lines for output on punched tape--either 31-channel Monotype 
tape or 6..Cha.nnel TTS tape . The _Monotron control panel enabled instant 
programming of measure , typeface arx:l other similar details . 
·A distinct characteristic of the GSA System was that the Monotron 
computer could be operated by ma.nua1 input at a keyboard away from other 
unit s of the system, such as in another room or another building. 
The first Honeywell c omputer produced to aid in type setting 
functions was the 11200 general-purpo se computer . The first system was 
installed at the St . Petersburg Times and Evening Independent in St . 
Petersburg , F1orida. 120 The program for the system, called STET 
(Specialized Technique for Effic ient Typesetting) , was de si gned to do 
most 9f the typesettin g production work. ·STET consi sted of producti on 
and busine ss-tape programs that coti.ld be fitted to the needs of indi­
ndual ne papers .121 
The automated program c ould edit , hyphet1ate and justify up to 
20 , 000 lines an hour. Edited copy was converted to paper tape and 
"read" into the H200 for justification a.rrl hyphenati on. ( The type­
setting system had a 2 . 6  million character magnetic drum for dictionary 
look-up. ) Paper-tape output from the computer was then fed directly to 
line-ca.sting equipment . Also available fo.r the H200 was a program tba t 
120 Anonj-'lJlOUS "Computers Work on Type setting and Circulation , " 
&iitor - � Publisher , V�l. 98 (June 12 , 1965) , P• 45. 
121 ''Computers Work on Typesetting. " 
would enable the c omput er t o  handle payrolls , circulat ion , market ing, 
stat istics , management reports and classi fied adverti sing dat a . 122 
Perhaps the most sophisticat ed electronic types et t ing d evice 
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developed in 1965 was the syst em introduced by Bell Laborat ori es . This 
typesett ing met ho d ,  however , was not an "im e diat e" c ontribution t o  the 
printing industry . It was designed for us e specifically by t he Ameri-
-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company . The Bell syst em set ele ctroni-
cally , any style o f  type in any language . It had the pot ent ial o f  
setting s everal thousand charact ers a se cond an d  t h e  ability t o  change 
fonts rapidly . The metho d  o f'  sett ing type was an " o ffshoot " o f  Bell 
Laborat ories r es earch into the more general area of processes involv ed 
in communic at ing information . Such a syst em was o f int erest to Bell 
becaus e the company distribut es approximat ely 125 million copies o f 
2, 4oo t elephone dir ect ories annually . 123 
124 Bri efly, the syst em work ed as follows : 
( 1 )  Mathematical des criptions o f  lett ers and numbers were pro -
gramme d  into an electroni c memory . 
( 2 )  The syst em was programm ed to s et capital and lower cas e  
lett ers , hyphenat e ,  justi fy and s o  on � 
122 "Comput ers Work on Typesetting . "  
123 Frederick R .  Eckley, "The World o f  Communicat ions Today , " 
Unpublished report present ed at the 79th Annual Convent ion of the 
Print ing Industri es o f  Americ a ,  New York Hilton , Sept ember 21 , 1965 , 
New York . 
124 Eckley . 
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(3 ) Copy was fed directly into the system by typewriter o:r tape . 
(4) . The system generated a display or the text in the desired 
type font on a cathode ray tube� This proce ss was too fast for the hu­
man eye to follow, but a camera captured the display on film. In 
effect , the film repre sented galleys or pages of ty-pe . 
The system discussed above was not adaptable to most areas of 
the typographic industry because it- did not lend itsell to output or 
"high typographical quality. " However ,  the Bell system would have 
potential application to the printing industry if it c ould be developed 
to meet the quality demands of printing customers .  
The four systems introduced in 1965 we re  sim..Ua.r in various ways 
to . equipment already discussed . However • each had attribute s or ads.P­
tations ldlich made it able to meet spec ific typesetting needs . For ex­
ample , the individuality of the Monotype apparatus was demonstrated by 
the equipment ' s  ability to be used .with either 31-cha.nnel or 6-channel 
tape . Computers for type setting were thus grOl>rl.ng in diversity as well 
as in quantity of systems produced. 
By the end of 1965 it appeared that electronic computers would 
someday dominate typesetting activity. In fa.ct no automatic ty-pesetting 
machinery had been announced in the two preceding years which c ould not 
be used in conjunction lt1.th a conputer. 
By the end of 1965 printers who were willing to acquire knowl­
edge of c omputer systems and take advantage of the bene:rits inherent in 
computerized typesetting c ould readily do so. Experience c ould be 
. -
. gained by studying computer adaptability in plants having installations �  
Advice was readily available :from computer manufacturers . And printers 
had the opportunity to _use a variety of ty-pesetting computer servic e s .  
The computer user could also cater to new markets in such previousiy 
unreceptive fields as government bureaus , trade assoc_iations , engi­
neering firms and technical publishers �o were printing data which 
first had to be processed by a eomputer. 125 
8) 
By 1966 it had become apparent that a philosophy was forming re­
garding the role of electronic typesetting in the printing industry. 
Printers were beginning to show a degree of sophistication en con­
sidering the potentials of computer typesetting. They were learning how 
to fit together the ''bits '' and 11pieces"  that enabled them to operate an 
efficient com.posing department. They were be ginning to comprehend the 
abstractions of the t1systems c oncept , "  and understand the need for 
econoillic evaluati on when introducing electronic equipment into a con­
ventional plant . Essentially, printers were beginning to accept the 
computer as a tool to increase plant capacity rather than a device that 
wa.s beyond the need of the "average 11 printer. 
Almost all large printing plants , whether newspaper or commer-
cial, had considered buying or ranting a computer by 1966. Quite a few 
had actually done so .126 A 1966 survey c onducted by Composition Inf'or­
DJa.tion Services (CIS ) noted that the total of typesetting computer 
·installations and those on order was 200 . The computers were made by 
· 125 P. L. Anderson , P• 285. 
126 P. L. Anderson, p. 281. 
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17 ma.nu£acturers . It is interesting to note that each system ·was some­
what different from each othe r ,  even though the basic operating princi­
ples and struc ture s of many were similar . Leadin g the list was 
Compugraphic Corporati on ' s Linas�c (marketed by Mergenthaler ) . Linaeec 
accounted for 62 installations . Following were IBM with 43 installa­
tions , RCA with 17 , and Intertype ·with 13 . The CIS survey showed that 
of the 200 c omputers installed or on order , 51 per c ent we re  in news­
paper plants , 29 per cent in plants of c ommercial printers ,  and 7 per 
c ent in shops of trade typographer s . The others ware divided among 
p$lishers , computer c e nters arxl government and educ ational 
institutions . 12 7 
The figures noted above were probably suffic ient evidence to con-
vince almost everyone , inc luding the dec reasing number of skeptic s , tha.t 
computers in the typographic industry had ·come to stay. 
Perhaps the most significant indication of the permananoy of 
electronic s in the industry wa s the number of new systems introduced in 
1966. Ten significant new typesetting computer systems , produced by 
nine manufacturers , became c ommercia.lly available that year . The sys­
tems included : The RCA Videocomp Model ·70/820 ; the Hell Corporation' s 
Digiset ;  the Mergenthaler Linotron ; the Alphanumeric Photoc omposing 
System (APS-2 ) ;  the Delc o Justifier ;  the Photon/Lumitype ; the Photon 
MTRD ; Digital Equipment ' s  PDP-8 System ; the IBM 1130 ;  and the Fairchild 
Comp/Set 230C Computer System. 
127 Paul J .  Hartsuch , 11 The Autonation of Typesetti ng : Part 5 , " 
Graphic � Monthly, Vol. 38 {July 1966 ) , P• 48. 
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· The se systems included a dive rsity of spac ial-purpo se and 
general-purpose compute rs ,  arx:l several electronio devic e s  significant , 
for c omputer-aided type setting . · 
An interesting observation is that the «c omputer revolution" had 
advanced with such rapidity by 1966 that most of the newer systems had 
various "overlapping" characteristic s with systems that were already on 
the market. For instance ,  just about all manufacturers of general­
purpose type setting data processing equipment had developed systems that 
c ould produce justified and hyp..lienated tape s .  Almost all o f  the systems 
had a range of capabilitie s which enabled them to be economic ally fea­
sible in most are as of the graphic arts which were adaptable to c om­
pute rized c omposition. Such capabilities included :  storage o f  a 
variety of typefac es ;  sufficient variety of type sizes ;  high speed of 
output ; adaptability to both phototype setting and line-c asting ma.chine s 
and the ability to be programmed to handle general busine s s  and 
accounting funotions . 
The newer special-purpose computers also had various similar 
characteristic s .  Nost o f  the systems could be used i n  conjunction with 
existing mode s of producing a final product on hot-meta1 or photo­
composi tion machines . The majority of character reco gnition device s 
which ware rapidly appearing on the typographic market were also being 
developed with c ommon characteristic s .  With small variations , the 
capabilitie s , limitations and c onstruction of one appeared to be similar 
to that of others . 
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. In 1966 it ·was becoming increasingly evident that c omputers 
. 
utilizing cathode ray tube output were ''bidding" to compete with tape- , 
output computers . At lea.st this was true in companies handling large 
volumes of compo sition. Of the 10 systems noted that became connner-
oially available in 1966 , four were systems producing output with the 
use of a cathode ray tube . They were : the Videooomp , the Digiset , the 
Linotron and the APS-2 . 
The RCA Videocomp ?0/820 was , perhaps , one of the most out-
' 
standing typesetting devices ever introduced to the graphic arts 
industry. It was a unique electronic typesetting system, capable of 
setting the entire text for a newspaper page in two minutes through the 
use· of video and computer technique s .  The Videocomp was the first com-
mercially available type setter to employ all electronic charac ter gen-
eration. Stanley W. Cochran , vice president and general manager of the 
RCA Graphic Systems Division , noted that the Videocomp ?lla.rked a "pot.en­
tial second revolution in the printing industry. 11128 
The Videocomp was promoted and ma rketed by RCA , although it was 
produced by the Rudolf Hell Corporation of Kiel , West Germany. 129 The 
Video�omp repre sented the first phase of a broad product development 
program by the RCA Graphic Systems Division. The introduction of the 
128 Anonymous , "RCA Announces First Commercial Fully Electronic 
Composition System , " B2,! �' Unpubli shed news report prepared by 
Radio Corporation of Americ a ,  New York , June 2 ,  1966. 
129 11RCA Announces . " 
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typesetting system e stablished RCA as the first company to ma....�e avail­
able fully electronic c omposition, a major innovation for the u. s .  
printing industry. 130 Collmlt3rcially available electronic systems intro­
duced before the Videoeomp were not totally electronic , rather they 
involved pre-computer and post-computer operations which were mechanical 
in nature . 
The Videooomp was a "metal-less'1 typesetter which used a c omputer 
memory to sto re up to four type-fonts ranging in size from 5 to 24 
points . Under program c ontrol , it generated text at rate s up to 600 
characters a sec ond , and "w.rote " with an electron beam on the face of a 
high-resolution cathode ray tube . The characters on the tube were ex­
posed through a precision lens directly onto sensitized film or pa.per . 
for subsequent printing. 131 
The Videooomp fed original c opy into the compute r  which hyphen­
ated and justified the text arxl produced an output tape . The tape was 
"read" electronically by the Videocomp, which 11called" from its memory 
the proper characters in desired type-font and size . The technique was 
. flexible enough to enable the Videoc�mp to extract from its electronic 
storage any specified type-face or symbol in one-thousandth of a second. 
The system' s electronic technique made it po s s ible to expand , enlarge , 
c ompre ss , or italici ze characters ;  change fonts within a line ; have 
underwriting and overwriting for foreign language accent marks , and vary 
130 llRCA Announces . " 
131 ''RCA Announces. 11 
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line length to provide areas for photograph insertion. These variations 
were made ·electronically and c ould be pre-pro grammed into the Vide.ocomp 
system. The versatility of the . Videoe omp enabled it to handle type c om-
position for all printed media--newspapers ,  catalogs , directories ,  tele-
phone books or other printing tasks involving massive quantities of 
informs.tion. 132 
In addition to the Videooomp, the Hell Corporation also developed 
the Hali Digiset typesetter in 1966. The system s marketed and pro­
moted solely by the Hell Corporation. The first installation took place 
early in 1966 at a large newspaper plant in Germany. The Digiset system 
involved an on-line setting of text received directly from a computer or 
from any typesetti:ng system via perforated tape . The Digiset was de­
signed to work in association with a computer known as the Digicom--also 
developed in Hell Laboratories . 133 
The Digiset system had the ability to set more than one million 
characters an hour in any available typeface in 4 to 18 points . The 
machine was ,  in effect , a computer which presented an image of a line , 
character by charac ter , from a stored memory. Like the other OCR de­
vic e s , the image was created on a cathode ray tube from which a photo­
graphic image was created on film or paper.134 
132 "RCA Announces . " 
133 Anonymous "One Million Characters Per Hour From Di iset 
Photo setter , "  British
1
Printer ,  ( February 1966) , Reprinted by Composition 
Information Services . 
134 110ne Million Characters . "  
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It is important to note that the characters projected were not 
stored in the form of matrices but were produced electronically from t4e 
Digiset 1 s  O'Wll programmed storage. A character font was "read'1 into the 
Digiset in the same way a comput�r program c ould be "read" into a com­
puter ' s  memory. Each character appeared for a microsecond on the sur-
:face of the tube and , vi sually, the effect was of a stream of letters 
appearing and disappearing acro s s  the tube . The characteristic which 
distinguished the Digiset from other commercial.ly available computerized 
type setting systems was its manner of constructing type characters . 
Each character was made up of tiny points of li ght , in much the same way 
as a half'tone is composed of dot structure s af'ter screening . A certain 
degrae of control was po ssible over typeface profiles ,  enabling bold a.nd 
italic letters to be made by strengthening or sloping the characters 
. f 
artif�cial1y. When frequent change s of faces were 1.ikely to be needed , 
extra typeface s c ould be stored in ·  an item . of peripheral equipment · 
which would "read intt the new face from magnetic tape. This made it 
possible to store a complete typeface in the Digiset in place of any 
existing .face .  Digiset programs provided the entire setting sequence 
needed from the acceptance of perforated tape (either from a computer or 
directly from a manually operated keyboard ) to final setting: film 
transport , word-breaks , typefaces and point sizes "h"'"ere supplied as 
"commands" via the input te.pe . 135 
135 "One Million Characters. " 
The Digiset c omputer was made with three pos sible grade s ·of 
storage , the smallest had an 8 , 000-word memory capac ity , the sec ond had 
a 12 , 000-word capacity ,  and the largest had a 16 , 000-word memory capac­
ity. The 8 , 000-word apparatus �s not , except within :fairly re­
stricted typographical parameters , large enough :for a variety of 
typesetting. The larger Digi set store s ,  however , were adequate for 
most of the wider typographical parameters . There was no dictionary 
storage in the Digiset systems , but a logic system for hyphenation had 
proved between 96 to 98 per cent accuracy. 136 
The Hell Corporati on noted that the smaller system was de signed · 
for specific tasks within an "otherwise conventional composing room set-
up� " With the smaller system, such tasks including listing operations , 
classifi ed ad type setting, etc . ,  c ould be done at relatively low 
o ost . 137 
The Merganthaler contribution in 1966 , the Linotron , was an ultra 
high-speed , "graphic arts quality" photoc ompositi on system :for use in 
c onjunction with automatic data-processing equipment. The system had 
been designed for the u. s .  Government Printing Office by Mergenthaler 
. in c o-operation vd th CBS Laboratories .  · The Linotron system was capable 
136 "One Million Characters . "  
137 ''One Million Characters . " 
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of generating hi gh-quality film ne gative s at an e stimated speed of from 
600 to 1 , dOO characters a sec ond from c omputer output magnetic tape . 13� 
A high-resolution cathode ray tube--an outgrowth of the 1961 CBS 
development of the VIDIAC GA-1000 c omputer--�T8.s employed to generate 
characters in eight different point size s .  The characters were gener­
ated from a character grid of 2.56 typo gi�aphic symbols. Magnetic input 
tape s , compatible with 90 per oent - o f  the electronic data processing 
systems alre ady in use , were programmed to provide justification , 
hyphenation , type fac e and size mixing , line spacing and make-up infor­
mation. The Linotron could deliver completed pages on film or paper 
ready for platemaking.139 
The system introduced in 1966 by the Alp anumeric Corporation 
corresponded to the trends taking plac e in the type setting industry. 
Like ipany of the systems being produced , the Alphanumeric APS-2 em­
ployed the use of a character-reco gnition devic� 
The APS-2 reli d largely on digital data proc e s sing technique s 
and components to store and select type-font symbols . Each charac ter 
in a type-font s repre sented by a digital data matrix rather than by 
more conventional ma.trice s  (e . g. , physical type-font matrice s  or images 
of typefaces on film) . During typesetting operations , the type-font 
data. ma.trice s  were stored in a random acce ss core memory unit where they 
c ould be acc e ssed in a few millionths of a sec ond . Magnetic tape was 
138 Glossary of Auto�..a.ted �setting !.!1.£! Related Computer 
Terms , - pp. 55-56. --
139 Glossary gf_ Automated zypesetting, P• 56 . 
used for storing an entire ty-pe-font library. Alphanumeric noted that 
up to 70 , 000 characters c ould be stored on one reel of magnetic tape 10 
inche s  in diameter and one-half inch wide . E:iited text for typesetting 
and/or processed manuscript data_ was also stored on magnetic tape ; one 
reel could c ontain 14, 000 , 000 characters of text. The output characters 
were displayed and positioned on a high-re solution cathode ray tube , 
which, in turn , exposed film on light sensitive paper.140 
The Alphanumeric APS-2 was desi gned to satisfy the following 
requirements : l41 
(1) Type quality appearance equal to present typesetting 
equipment. 
(2 ) Operating speeds comparable to speeds of printers used on · 
modern computers . 
(3) A large number of immediately available type characters for 
each job , automatically selected from library storage under computer 
control. 
(4) An extensive type library available at low initial cost ,  with 
minimum physical storage space requirements , and low duplicating cost . 
(5) Ability to put into operation , quickly ar..d automatically, in­
dividual type-font characters (or complete fonts ) designed by the user. 
140 Anonymous , "The Alphanumeric Photocomposer Syst?m (APS-2 ) , " 
Computer typesetting Conference , (Sussex ,  England : The Institute of 
Printing Ltd. , Uni varsity of Suss?x,  July 1_966 ) , . R:port presen�ed by the 
Alphanumeric Corporation and reprinted by Composition In:formation 
Services .  
141 ttThe Alphanumeric . "  
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(6 ) Direct compatibility with magnetic tape input-output media 
used by modern high-speed comput ers for economic comput er use . 
( 7 ) Flexible and efficient use of paper tape or punched card 
input media. 
The Delco Justifier came about as the result of the joint · effort 
of the Delco Radio Division of General Motors and the Kokomo Tribune of 
Kokomo , Indiana . Their effort was to develop a low-cost general-purpos e  
comput er that would convert unjustified 6-channel tape into tap e  ready 
for a line-cast er . The computer produced approximat ely 5 , 000 t o  6 , ooo 
justi fied newspaper lines an hour from unjustified input . Justifica-
tion was accomplished ,  however , without hyphenat ion--only int erword and 
int erlett er spacing was used . When processing the tape , the computer 
first "direct ed" the reader to "read . " As the charact ers were "read, " 
they were stored in the comput er ' s  memory. When a line "overflow point " 
had been reached, the "reader" was tt direct edu to stop .  At that time , 
the just ification section o f  the program began to work . 1
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A unique feature of the Delco Justifier was the simplicity o f  
the programs used. The system could be programmed as desired through 
its input reader . No changes in the physical equipment were required 
to make program changes , and the instructions used in writing programs 
were easily understandable .  For example , "RE" meant read , "PU" meant 
punch, "CP" meant compose ,  "ST" meant store . The management at the 
142 Kent Blacklidge , "The Delco Justifier , "  An unpublished re­
port presented at the 38th annual ANPA/RI Production Management 
Conference ,  Cleveland , Ohio , June 9 ,  1966 . 
. 
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Kokomo Tribune noted : 1'We at the Tribune definitely feel this program 
feature provides wide flexibility. As the Delco engineers and the -peo-
ple in our plant learn more about computer type setting , revisions and 
change s c�n easily be made . 143 
The Delc o System was also designed to perform various specific 
functions . By striking certain keys on the perforator keyboard , the 
c omputer could be instructed to pe�form specific tasks . For example , it 
could be informed whether local or w.lre tape was to be processed , or 
whether a single or double c olumn was de sired . One keystroke erased a 
misspelled word back to the previous space.  Other keystrokes "directed" 
the c omputer to create a half-column picture "runaround , '' or c ontinu­
ou� indentation.144 
Later in 1966 the Photon/Lumitype was introduced. It was devel-
oped by the Photon Corporation in c onjunction with an organization 
called Societe LUlllitype , in Paris ,  for marketing in Europe . Like many 
other c omputer systems , the Photon/Lund.type operated either from its 
own computer keyboard or by means of tape perforated on a separate key­
board. The system provided for the setting of "raw'' tape , with auto­
matic justification and the hyphenation directed by a monitor. The 
hyphenation monitor used a special hyphenation key provided on the key­
board . The system also enabled tape merging for corrections , and had a 
143 Blacklidge . 
144 Paul J .  Hartsuch , "The Automation of Typesetting :  Part 7 , " 
Graphic � Monthly, Vol. 38 (November 1966 ) , P• 66 . 
memory device of value in the typographical produc ti on of tabular and 
mathematical c om:position. 145 
· The second system developed by Photon in 1966 was the Photon 
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MTRD (Ms.grietic Tape Reader Device) . 
. -
Thi s wa s  a spec ial-purpose computer 
to be used in c onjunction with the Photon 713 Textmaster Phototype­
setter. It enabled t..�e machine to operate direc tly from computer­
generated magnetic tape . The MTRD _was connected directly to the 
phototype setter ' s  c ontrol unit . Its special features included a search 
mode which rapidly scanned the tape to locate a particular line so that 
typesetting could be gin at that point. An automatic pre set-stop feature 
then permitted setting a predetermined number of line s .  Anothe r  dis­
tin.guishing feature of thi s system was that text change s c ould be input 
by paper tape directly from keyboards and merged in de sired sequence 
wi."th parts of the original ma gnetic tape . 146 Thi s feature permitted 
easy inc orporation of c orrections . · 
The system presented by the Digital Equipment Corporation was 
the PDP-8 , a low-co st general-purpo se computerized typesetting device 
which produc ed 12 ,000 line s  of type an hour ._ Similar to many other 
systems discus sed , the PDP-8 was de si gned for use in direct c ontrol of 
line-casters and phototype setting nnchines . However,  unlike most com­
mercially available computers ,  the system also aided in the composing of 
display advertisements . To accomplish thi s ,  the PDP-8 had additional 
145 Glossary .2.f. �utomated _!ypesetting, P• 75. 
146 Anonymous , "Control Device for Terlmaster , "  Inland Print
e1·/ 
Americ an Lithogranher , Vol. 158 (Oc tober 1966) ' P• 94. 
storage capacity 'Which was nece s sary to set the variety of size s , styles, 
and widths needed for display composition. 14? 
The PDP-8 operated by accepting unjustified ani unhyphenated tape 
which was punched by perfo rator operators . It justified acc ording to 
rules of logic and had an exc ept:lonai-word dictionary stored in its com-
puter memory. The basic system consisted of the computer with a 
4 , 096-word core memory , a complete _hyphenation and justific ation pro­
gram , a readin g unit for 6- or 8-channel tape , and a punching unit for 
the output operating tape . 148 
The main contribution of IBM to the typographic industry in 1966 
was the IBM 1130 computer. Thi s was an electronic c omposition system 
using a low-c ost , general-purpo se c omputer. · The 1130 wa s  de signed pri­
marily for scientific computation , but was later adapted to composition 
application.149 
The 1130 w�s de scribed as being 20 time s faster, more versatile 
and le ss expensive than its predec e s sor , the 1620. The flexibility and 
extension of core storage capacity afforded by removable magnetic disk 
cartridges was a basic "key" to the ll30 ' s  succe s s  in handling various 
c omposition assignments . Each magnetic disk cartridge was c apable of 
holding more than a million characters . By the attachment o f  a variety 
147 Anonymous ,  "PDP-8 Produc e s  12 , 000 Lines Hourly, " Inland 
Printer/American _Lithographer , Vol. 156 (January 1966) , P• 63 .  
148 "PDP-8 Produc e s . " 
. 149 Glossary g!. Automated !Ymsetting, P• 43 . 
of peripheral equipment , the basic system was capable of extending its 
value in both type setting and certain ac counting f'unotions . 1.50 
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The ll30 computer had the ability to accept c opy from as many as 
eight pa.per-tape punching machine s .  The computer hy-phenated words , 
justified and controlled formats .  The system had acce ss to any number 
of type-fonts a.nd had a dicti onary of exception words which c ould not be 
hyphenated acc ording to standard rtW.es .  The 1130 produced twelve thou­
sand JO-character line s an hour.151 
The last system of signif_ic a.nce introduced in 1966 was the 
Fairchild Comp/Set 230C Computer System. Thi s computer was c apable of 
producing 24 , 000 newspaper line s an hour. Like other systems discussed , 
the. Comp/Set 2)0C was capable of producing tape for e ither hot-metal or 
photoc omposition equipment. Distinguishing thi s  system from others ,  
howev�r ,  wa s  the fact that the Comp/Set had two throughputs (input and 
output areas ) ,  each with a speed of 12 , 000 newspaper line s an hour. 
Using t�e two throughputs ,  the system could process two unrelated kinds 
of composition, such as editorial and clas sified , simultaneously.1.52 
150 Glos sary £.! Automated typesetting. 
151 Anonyn1ous , "IBM Commerc ial Computer Type sette r , " Inland 
Printer/American Lith217apher ,  Vol. 158 (October 1966) , p. 106. 
1.52 Anonymous , "Comp/Set 230C Computer System, " Inland Printer/ 
aric an Lithographer , Vol . 1.56 (March 1966) , p. 86. 
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The Comp/Set was equipped with two photoelectric tape readers and 
two teletype punches to be used in c onjunction with the two throughputs .  
The punches were capable o f  llO · characters a second.153 
By 1967 , the state of the typographic industry was such that a 
printer investigating the potentials of a computer installation did not 
have to be concerned with the availability of a system to meet his 
needs . The systems were available . His main c onc ern , therefore , was 
deciding which c omputer to select. As a result of the large selection, 
competition among computer manufacturers became increasingly '1keen. " 
The important consideration for one seeking a type setting c omputer was 
the .  reliability of the equipment and the '1 support effort11 of the equiP-
ment manufacturer.  The support effort included not only the efficient 
installation of the system and the proper training of maintenance 
personnel, but also the reliable , fa st delivery of parts , supplie s  and , 
most important , typefaces and special typeface combinations .1.54 
The freedom printers had to "hand pick" systems :from the large 
number of type setting computers available led to the increased use of 
all methods of electronic typesetters in 1967. This was true regarding 
the simple st special-purpose computer-aided typesetter as  we11 a s  the 
153 "Comp/Set 230C Computer System, '' p. 86. 
1.54 Max J. Lanzendorfer , 11Character�Generating Phototypa­
setters " Printiug MagazinvNationa Lithographer , Vol. 91 (July 
1967) , - � . 94. 
high-speed , highly sophistic at ed large comput ers in which th.e typ e­
sett ing capabiliti es were one o f  many functions o f the sys t em . l55 -
Although the most sophist i cat ed types ett ing syst ems were the 
large ones , such as the versatile general-purpose c omput ers , and the 
charact er reco gnit ion devi c es , t he purchas e or rent al of such syst ems 
were not taking plac e as rapidly as manufact urers had ant i cipat e d .  
On e  reason for this was the print er ' s conc ern for the cost o f  high- · 
priced equipment in conjunction with "back-up " prot ection . Print ers 
contended that "back-up" equipment , desirable in some businesses , was 
mandatory in the print ing industry . This was especially true in 
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print ing areas that required meet ing deadlines ( newspapers , magazines ,  
etc . ) .  There fore , i f  a complete "back-up " syst em was needed for a sin-
gle s.300 ,000 typ esett ing comput er , the cost could pric e  the e quipment 
out of the pro fitabl e bracket regardless of i ts advantageous featur es . 
For this reason , the majority of large print ers and publishers were re-
lying on several o f  the "more pract ical to operat e , " flexible , high-
speed , medium-sized machines . In cas e  o f  break-down o f  a uni t , the 
workload could be distribut ed among others . 156 Conse quent ly , medium-
pric e d  syst ems emerged as the most popular among comput er users i n  t he 
typo graphi c industry . 
The situation indicat ed that a lack o f  c ommuni cation bet ween 
printers and comput er manufact urers was sti ll prevalent . To all eviat e 
155 Lanzendor fer , P •  69 .  
156 Lanzendorfer ,  P •  94 . 
the problem, one author suggested that closer c o-operation between 
equipment manufacturers and users of typesetting equipment should be 
cultivated during design phases .  He thought this would lead toward 
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more user-oriented than engineering-oriented de.signs of new equi.pment. l.57 
By 1967 , automation in the typographic industry had reached a 
point not thought possible a few years before . However , equipment man-
ufacturers were generally not satisfied with the degree to "Which the 
printing industry was becoming familiar •rith the abstractions and prob-
1ems inherent in electronic technology. Computer irJ.B.nufacturers con-
tended , as they did five years earlier ,  that the printing industry was 
not performing enough of its own re search , but was relying too heavily 
upon research performed for them by electronic specialists . One author,  
affiliated with a large electronics corporation, noted : 
• • •  Just look at the annual reports : of any large electronic s 
company and you ·will see that any one of' them spends more for 
research in one year than the enti re graphic arts industry 
does in perhaps ten years. Research ha.s become an indispensa­
ble asset to the gro"Wth industries , without it they c ould not 
grow. This also explains why the graphic arts is  not noted as 
a growth industry--no researcht l.58 
Arthur Ga:rdner, director of' Composition Inf'ormation Services  and 
. c onsidered by many as a. foremo st authority in the area o:f composition. 
had this to say about the problem: 
The printing industry has traditionally relied on other 
people for research. This is one of the things that 
157 JA.nzendorfer • 
. 1.58 P. L. Anderson , "Re search Program Needs In Technology and 
Systems , " Printi,!'lg !!!!, fublishing: �ianagemei;t of Automation, (Los 
Angeles ,  Cal. :  Composition Infonnation Services , 1967) , P• J8 .  
·jeopardizes the industry as it is pre sently constituted . One 
major electronic s firm can spend more on research annually 
than does the entire printing industry . 159 
One early entrant into the field of computer typesetting ,  
Compugraphic Corporation , realized that it did not have to work in 
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conjunction 'With the printing industcy to market its products . Befo re 
1967 , Compugraphio products such as the Linasec had been marketed and 
sold by Mergenthaler . However, Mergenthaler had difficulty stimu­
lating the printing indust1--y' s interest in Compugraphic products and 
the electronic s corporation dec ided to promote and sell its c omputers 
directly. 160 
Although the typo graphic industry had become highly automated ,  
it .appeared that the mental attitude .in the industry had not advanced 
as rapidly as had the physica.1 elements . The initiative for reducing 
the c pmmunications gap between the graphic arts and electronic s had to 
c ome from printers . Consequently, · graphic arts innovators increased 
stress c;>n employee education and training • . The point of stre s s ,  how­
ever , was not the same as it had previously been. In the past , em­
ployee training for type setting was c onducted at union schools , at trade 
or vocational schools , at special printing schools or on-the-job. 
159 Paul J. Sampson and Arthur E .  Gardner ,  "Computerized 
Composition -Progress and Problems , "  Inland Printer/American 
Lithographer, Vol. 159 ( June 1967) ,  P• 98 . 
160 Anonymous , f1§.. Newsletter , (Los Angeles Cal. : Composition 
Information Servic e s , September 15, 1967 ) ,  P• 2 . 
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Howeve r ,  the emphasis now shifted to sourc e s  the industry had not used 
before : · electronic schools and other branches of enginee ring 
schools . 161 
An area of increasing significance to the typographic industry 
in 1967 was computerized type setting servic e s .  One servlce established 
in 1967, c alled Unitype , was developed by the United Pres s  International 
(UPI ) . It was a time sharing comp�ter servic e for the proce ssing of 
typesetting tapes using RCA programs and �n RCA 301 c omputer .  Head-
quarters for the service was at UPI ' s New York Computer c enter . 162 
According to UPI , Uni type repre sented "the first c omplete auto-
matic , on-line computer typesetting service for ne�"Spapers and others 
in .the printing industry. " At the outset , Unitype servic e was offered 
to organizations within a 100-mile radius of New York , but ,  UPI indi­
cated that it did not re gard distance as a' limiting factor. 163 
Another computer service started in 196? was the · International 
Computaprint Corporation (ICC ) in Fort Washington, Pennsylvania. It was 
established for the exclusive purpose of preparing c omputerized composi-
tion and phototypesetting of books of the index , directory , buyers 
. guide , or dictionary type . ICC ·would handle any public a ti on that in­
volved repeated use of the same data on the philosophy tha. t the greatest 
161 Sampson and Gardner, p. 57. 
162 Anonymous , � Newsletter , (Los Angeles , Cal. : Composition 
Information Service s , May 1, 1967) , P• 2 . . 
. 163 � Newsletter , (May 1 ,  1967 ) .  
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savings for the customer were realized in the production of subsequent 
i s sues of the same book. Thi s was done by re-using an updated master 
tape . 164 
These were only two of such service s  available in 1967. They 
illustrate the range of diversity and specialization offered by c omputer 
type setting services . Because c omputer type setting servic e s  offered 
c omposition to meet mo st type settin.g need s , authoritie s  in the typo­
graphic industry believed that such organizations represented an area 
of unlimited growth potential in the graphic arts . 165 
During 1967 , seven significant c omputerized ty-pesetting systems , 
produc ed by six manufacturers , bec ame c ommercially available . The first 
four manufac turers to be discussed made their debuts in the area of 
typesetting. The manufacturers and systems were : Univac Divi sion of 
the Sperry-Rand Corporation introduced its Univac 10_50 c omputer ;  K. s .  
Paul and As soc iate s Limited ,  o f  London , m9. de available its K .  s .  Paul 
PMJ.001 Filmsetter System; the 3M Company marketed its Elec tron Beam 
Re ader System; Stromberg-Carlson introduced the SC-4020 Computer Re­
corde r ;  the Fairchild Corporation c aJne out with two units--its 
FhotoTextSetter "2000 " and its PhotoTextSetter 118000" ; and IBM made 
available the IBM 1680 CRT. 
164 Richard A. Dean , 11Growth of a Computer Typesetting Service 
Bureau, " An unpublished report prepared at the International C<;>mp�ta­
print Corporation , Fort Washington , Penn . , for a group of publi shing 
executives in New York , June 1967. · . 
- 165 Sampson and Gardner , PP• 58 ,  98. 
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The Univac 1050 was a general-purpo se computer capable of . bei ng 
programmed for typesetting and other functions . The 10.50 had a memory 
capacity of 16 , 3.52 characters and a standard paper-tape reader and punch 
system for 6-channel tape .  The basic system c ould be modified to use 
sprocket-style paper tape input and output equipment. The computer 
could also be adapted for the use of multiple readers and .punche s for 
direct control of line -c asti ng mac�ine s . 166 
The hyphenation routine for the 1050 was automatic and based on 
the logic system. A unique characteristic of the hyphenation system, 
however , was that the machine always chose the last possible hyphenation 
point , rather than the first . Thi s helped to set tightly spaced lines .  
Th� Univac system wa s  adaptable to a wide varie ty o f  type styles and . 
sizes .  The entire system operated a s  fast as the tape could run through 
the readers . 167 
The K. s .  Paul PM1001 Fil.msetter was under development in England 
for six years before it was marketed in 1967 . The computer had the 
ability to accept a 6- or 8-channel tape or magnetic tape and could also 
be set up as an o n-line system. Several different approaches ��re 
. available for feeding manuscript into the phototypesetting machine . 
Using one method ,  the characters �rare generated from a 256-character 
glass matrix and individually displayed on a character rec ognition tube . 
166 Anonymous , "Manufacturers Offer Variety o f  Computerized 
Typesetters , rt Inland Printer/American Lithographe1� , Vol. 160 (October 
1967) t p . 69. 
167 "Manufacturers Offer Variety. �· 
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The image of the character wa s reduced 20 : 1 and passed to a film via a 
moving lens or a reciprocating carriage . Film was advanced during_- the 
return of the lens carriage . Because of the 20 : 1  reduction, character 
image quality was "exceptionally good. ul68 
The 3M Electron Beam Recorder -(EBR) was e s sentially a system for 
conve rting computer-generated magnetic tape onto 16mm microfilm printout 
at speeds up to 20 1000 lines a min�te . For use in the typographic in-
dustry, 3M developed specialized versions of the Electron Berun Recorder 
in 3.5mm and in 7Chmn size s .  The principle of direct electron beam re-
cording offered significant advantage s in quality and speed over syste�..s 
which required cathode ray tubes ,  cameras and wet f'i1m proce ssing. The 
EBR' s developing system wa s  basically a chamber in which hot air was 
passed over the "exposed'' film. The hot air developed the latent image 
without the use of chemic als or ''wetH solutions.169 
The Stromberg-Carlson S-C 4060 computer ,  like the 3M EBR., was 
capable of producing hyphenated and justified output on 35mm. mierofilm. 
Type could be set at the rate of 30 ,000 characters a sec ond . The oper­
ating principle of direct electron beam rec ording was similar to that of 
the JM unit. Stromberg-Carlson noted that the purpose o f  the "406o tt 
system was to "shoot" for high editing applications such as catalogs ,  
168 Lanzendorfer ,  p. 69. 
169 Anonymous , CIS Newsletter ,  (Los Angeles ,  Cal. : Composition 
Information Services , April 15, 1967) ,  P• 2 .  
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indexe s ,  telephone listings , and proofing of straight matter text that 
had been c omputer edited. l?O 
The two Fairchild uni ts , the PhotoTextSetter Models ''2000" and 
"8000 , "  were the first entrants into the family of llPTS" ma.chine s pro­
po sed by Fairchild. The systems were designed to offer c omplete compat­
ibility 'With standard · TTS systems used by newspaper ,  book and 
publication printers . The input for both models were 6-channel tape s ,  
but other formats and magnetic tape input could also be made available . 
The t�ro PhotoTextSetters were sel.f-contained systems comprised of ·a con-
trol panel , a tape spooler , ta.pe reader , special-purpose c omputer and an 
exposure unit. A unique characteristic of the machines was that sensi-
ti�ed paper could be developed under daylight conditions by means of a 
spec ially desi gned Fairchild processor. l?l 
In addition to adding character widths and c omputing rd space. 
requirements for justification , the special-purpo se computer se1wved to 
send positi oning instructions to the font and optical systems . The 
speed of the· "2000" model , slower than that of the "8000 , 11 was 18 
newspaper-length lines a minute . The '12000tt was a single-font machine 
. capable of producing 10 pre-selected type size s from 5 to 14 points .  
Master image s for the PTS 112ooou were on an hourglas s-shaped type-font. 
The font was only lf inches in diameter , but contained 216 characters .  
l?O Anonymous , ill, Newsletter , (Los Angeles , Cal.. : Composition 
Information Servic e s , August 1 , 2967) , PP• 2-3 . · 
. 1  ?l Anonymous , "Fairchild ' s  Photosetters , "  CIS News etter ,  (Los 
Angele s ,  Cal. :  Composition Information Services ,  May 1, 1967) ,  p . i. 
Font change s c ould reportedly be acc omplished in a matte1' of 
seconds . 172 
Fairchild 1 s higher-speed· machine , the PTS ''8000 , 11 used a 
unique , non-sequential font-scanning c oncept and was rated at a speed 
of 80 line s a minute for line lengths of up to 15 picas and 40 lines 
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a minute for JO-pica line measures .  The "8000" wa s  essentially a two­
font ma.chine with the capability of setting six pre- selected type 
sizes (per font ) ranging from 5 to 14 points . More versatile than the 
112000 , "  the PTS '18000" permitted the mixing of two point siz e s  of two 
different faces in the same line . 173 
The 118000" compute r had a 512-word eo1� mamory. It stored an 
entire line and predetermined when the appropriate character should b9 
exposed to its exact position or positions . Instead of setting one 
character a�er another in sequence , the PTS model scanned one charac­
ter acro s s  the "field of exposure" ·  and flashed it the number of time s  
it appeared through one entire line . 174 
To climax events in 1967 , IBM introduced its IBM 2680 CRT 
Printer. The system operated in c onjunction with an IBM 360 computer 
and generated typo graphic images by means of an "electronic writing 
system. rt During operation , each character "fiic ked" from the c athode 
ray tube to the film as a serie s of "microsc opic strokes , "  800 to the 
172 "Fairchild ' s  Photosetters. " 
173 11Fairchild ' s Photosetters .  '' 
174 ttFairchild • s  Photosetters , " pp. 1-2. 
inch. Operating a.t 200 strokes an inch,  proof-quality text could be 
produced at speeds up to 10 , 000 characters a second. The system wa s  
capable of setting widths of up t o  50 picas , in any combination of 
available type faces and sizes .  The speed of the "photoprinter" wa s  
influenced by type style , type size , font mixing a nd  the ''360 11 com­
puter used to drive the unit . 175 
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By 1968 computerized typesetting installations of many varietie s  
were being used . The large , versa.tile , expsnsive systems th.at were not 
practical for most of the industry were 11finding their way" to organi­
zations that couJ.d afford such systems. By the end of 1967 , there were 
seven RCA Videoc omp installati.ons and Mergenthaler had installed its 
first Linotron at the Government Printing Office .  These and similar 
systems �--ere capable of type settin� s peeds of up to 1 , 000 characters a 
second . The rental or purchase costs , however , were prohibitive for all 
but the · largest users of composition. 176 
Typesetting could now be accomplished with such rapidity that 
there was no longer a source of delay on jobs requiring a great deal of 
text . :Becaus e of accelerated type setting speeds , the platemaking 
175 Anonymous , � ]'lewsletter , (Los Angele s ,  Cal. : Composition 
Information Services , November 15 , 1967) , ·P•  4. . . 
176 Michael H .  Bruno , "What ' s  New-csWb.at • s Coming In The 
Printi ng Industry, " Jnland Printe�/American Lithograph.er , Vol . 160 
(January 1968 ) , p. 31. 
department had become the source of bottlenecks for many printing 
plants .177 
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The areas in whic h c omputers continued to show mos t  growth was 
in the newspaper industry. A study conducted by the staff of the 
American Press Magazine disclosed that many newspapers , both offset and 
letterpress , were planning to add computer equipment. A total market 
of 933 units within the two years !ollovr.i.ng 1968 was rorecast.178 
Growth was evident in all othe r area s of the graphic arts as ·well. 
A major reason for the steady development of c omputerized type­
setting was the decreasing prices of installati ons . Units that were 
previously not financially practical for printers were bec oming eco­
nomically fea sible for those printers . By 1968 there we1•e an in-
c reasing number of c omputers and phototype setting systems already priced 
on a par with hot-metal line-casters . The . relatively :few industry 
plants that had c ommitted themselve s to "new technology" 't7ere grol-dn g by 
"leaps an:i bounds . ul79 
The spec ii'ic area of c omputer typesetting that showed most poten­
tial for grol-rth was that of charac ter rec ognition. Early in 1968 the 
. Intertype Corporation co ntributed to thi s expanding phase of the in­
dustry by announcing its Intertype Fototronic CRT . The CRT used a 
177 Bruno . 
178 Anonymous , "Newspaper Production , •• � American Pre s s , Vol. 
86 (April 1968 ) , P• 37 • 
. 179 Arthur E. Gardner , "Computer Compo sition : A Clo ser Look At 
A •Monster\ tt Modern Li thoITT!-J?!i_.y, Vol .  36 (May 1968 ) , P• 91. -
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magnetic drum memory which could accumulate data 'for up to eight sepa­
rate type -'fonts on each drum. A total of eight 786-character. druu� 
c ould be linked to the system. · The input for the Fototronic CRT was 
magnetic tape . The machine speed , c omparable with similar units de­
veloped by other companies , was 
'
rated at 1 , 000 characters a second "With 
a pos sible line length to 59 picas . 180 
It was e stimated by CIS tha� by 1978 , if not much sooner , every 
"money-minded purveyor of typography't would be deeply involved in c om­
puterized typesetting. And , the speed , versatility and reasonable 
quality of CRT character generation would make it the most re sourceful 
method of setting typa . 181 
Nor were manufacturers ignoring the smaller graphic arts organ­
izations . Most large computer manufacturers , by 1968 , were developing 
tyPesetting systems to meet the needs of companies of all size s . 
A computer system developed . in 1968 and de signed to appeal to 
smaller printers arx:l publishers w"B.S produced by the Di gital Equip:aient 
Corporat ion. Called the PDP 8/ s ,  and based on the original PDP-8 , the 
system used a general-purpose c omputer an:l had a 4 , 096-word expandable­
core memory c aps.c ity , a tape reader and a tape punch , and the nece s sary 
control logic and computer progrrur.s . A disk storage device c ould be 
added for expanding the ba sic memory. The program provided hyphenation 
180 Anonymous , "Intertype ' s  Fototronic CRT , "  £.!§. Newsletter ,  
(Lo s Angele s , Cal. : Composition Ini'ormatio� Ser-vic e s , March 15 , 1968) , 
p. 3.  
181 "Intertype ' s  Fototronic CRT. " 
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by rules ,  an exception dictionary, justification, quadding , letter-
spa.c:ing, wire service re justification and tabuJ.ar c omposition . It also 
included indentation instructions , runaround s ,  m:ix:i.ng capabilities ,  pro­
duction statistics and news and c la s sified formating.182 
Systems such as the PDP-8/s were also being used as a "back-up" 
for the larger and expensive installations at large printing an::l pub­
li shing organizations . 183 Apparen_:tly, the use of small c omputers as 
"back-up" for large systems was a solution to the problem previously 
noted regarding the cost of maintaining large "back-up'1 computers . 
Essentially, the aim of m:> st manufacturers was to develop sys-
tems compatible to the needs of the majority of printers . One example 
of. this l-TS.S the announcement of the Mergenthaler Linotron 505 system. 
The 11505n was a cathode ray tube phototypesetting computer which offered 
."grap�c arts quality" at a price within the range of traditional photo­
composing equipment. Specific needs of newspaper plants as well as .com­
mercial . and book printers ware taken into consideration in the 
development of the system. 184 
The "50.5ff operated at a speed of 120 newspaper line s a Dlinute 
and offered an on-line typographic c omplement of 960 characters on four 
182 Anonymous , "Computer Typesetting System, " Printing 
Impres sions , Vol . 10 (March 1968) , P• .52 .  
183 Anonymous , "New Type setting System Has General Purpose 
Computer , "  Printing Produc tion , Vol. 98 (May 1968) , P• 70 . 
184 Anonymous ,  "Mergenthaler Deve�ops Linotron 505 ,  Will Set 
l20 Newspaper Line s Per Ninute , tt .!h2, Amer-.1.ca.n Pre s s , Vol. 86 
(January 1968 ) , P• 50. 
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grids . All typeface s  were available in 15 size s between fo ur and 30 
points , with 36 and 42-point options . The system consisted of a c�n­
trol unit which included a c entral character-width c ore storage , and a 
reproduction unit embodying four character grids , print-out · c athode ray 
-
tube s , optic s and a film magazine . Integrated c ircuitry was used 
throughout . Traditional moving mechanic al parts were almost entirely 
eliminated. An electronic perfora!-or keyboard , designed to address the 
system , produced the c ontrol unit ' s  normal input of 8-channel tape . The 
c ontrol unit was unique because it was not tttiedrt to a. particular key-
board or c ompute r. It c ould be furnished to operate from 6-channel TTS 
tape or magnetic tape . However,  magnetic tape had to be used in c on­
jUl'.lCtion with a proper interface . 185 
Events to mid-1968 had included the introduction o f  the systeli'lS 
noted above and s imilar equipment. The remainder of 1968 promised a 
range of sophisticated typesetting · syste1n.s c apable of c atering to the 
needs of mo st printers . Two manufacturers who expected to introduce 
type setting equipment in the latter half of 1968 were the Compugraphic 
Corporation and RCA. Compugra phic was expected to introduce a. c omputer 
system capable of proce s si ng 6-channel TTS-coded tape at the rate of 
) ,000 newspaper line s an hour. 1
86 RCA was expected to announce a 
18.5 "Mergenthale r Develops Linotron 505. " 
186 Anonymous , ttComputer for Typesetting , " Printing 
Im ressions , Vol. 10 (February 1968) , P• 40 .  
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character-recognition system called the RCA 830 CRT Phototypesetter ,  a 
new member of the RCA Videocomp family.187 
By 1968 the hot-metal industry . showed signs of beconiing obsolete 
sooner than many anticipated . The years prior to 1968 had been a prel­
ude to ts.'1e future . One key manufacturer of hot-metal equipment ac-
knowledged that sales were one-half of what they we re a year before . 
Prior to the photocomposition and �omputer years , Mergenthaler retailed 
as many as 2 , 000 casting ma.chine s a month. Presently, 50 or 60 ma.chines 
has been par. In December of 1967, Mergenthaler reportedly 
nine line-casting machines.188 
sold only 
� Because of the large exi sti ng investment in hot-metal equipment , 
printers believe that hot-metal composition w.i.11 be used for many years . 
However ,  typesetting specialists predict that during the next decade 
hot-metal use will probably decline to a point where it will account ·ror 
25 par cent or less of the total type setting volume. Although the rttime 
table" for the extinction of hot-metal may be subject to debate , experts 
in the industry contend that there can no longer be any question that 
computerized typesetting and photocomposition have c aptured the market 
£or · ty-pesetting tools . 189 
187 Anonymous , t tRCA 830 CRT Phototypesetter, t' An unpublished 
report produced at Composition Information Services , Los Angeles ,  Cal. , 
. for CIS members , February 2 ,  1968. 
188 Anonymous , "Typesetting Ten Years Hence , "  £!§. Newsletter ,  
(Los Angeles , Cal. : Composition Informatio� Services , March 15 , 1968) , 
p. 1 .  
189 · "Typesetting Ten Years Henc e . '' 
CHAPTER V 
COMPARATIVE CL.�SIFICATION OF COMPUTERS 
FOR THE TYPOGRAPHIC INDUSTRY 
ll4 
This chapter is composed of nine tables .  Each table contains 
pertinent data. l-e gardin g the characteristic s o:f 29 type setting com­
puters. As noted in the methodology, material for chapter 5 came from 
completed que stionn�ires , literature an::i other information received 
from suppliers of computerized typesetting systems . The first two 
columns of each table list suppliers and c omputer models available 
:from each supplier . Where c olumn headings in the tables do not per­
tain to a c omputer model , "Does· not apply" is specified in the appro­
priate spaces . If spec ific information regarding a computer was 
unavailable from the supplier ,  "Not available" is noted in the appro­
priate space . 
Table 1 indicate s which computer tYPe setting models were "inde-
pendent" computers and which were "incorporated" within a type setting 
U?rl.t. An independent c omputer produces output which must be applied 
to a separate type setting ma.chine . An incorporated computer is one 
which is part of a typesetting unit . 
Table 1 also includes the monitor functions for each c omputer 
model. Generally, a monitor is a person who oversee s the operation of 
a computer and performs any human operations required. Tape handling 
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and t ape transferring operations , such as from keyboard-to-comput er and 
from comput er-to-typesett er , are not listed in Table 1 .  
Table 2 not es which o f  the 29 models are special and general­
purpose comput ers . Also list ed in. Table 2 are the typesetting metho ds 
facilitat ed by each comput er--such as hot-metal composition or photo­
composition . Table 3 specifies the input methods , storage devices and 
nat ure of output for each comput er model . List ed in Table 4 are the 
minimum word-memory ne cessary for the typesetting programs and the max­
imum word-memory capacity for each comput er model . "Word" refers t o  a 
set of charact ers which oc cupies one storage location and is treat ed 
by the comput er as a unit . 
Table 5 indicat es the paper and magnet ic tape speeds for each of 
the models . Spe eds are list ed in charact ers-a-second and are appli ed to 
the speeds at which the comput ers can "read" and "output " the tapes . 
Table 6 not es the speeds of printout units in lines a minut e for models 
having such devices . 
Table 7 specifies the typesetting functions facilitat ed by each · 
comput er model . Included here are functions such as hyphenation ,  jus­
tification and correct ion . Also included in Table 7 ar e  the hyphena­
tion methods and percentage o f  hyphenation accuracy for each model . 
Table 8 indicat es specific operations that could be facilitat ed in a 
plant using t he typesetting comput ers . Also listed in Table 8 are gen­
eral printing areas that each model is best suited for ( e . g . newspaper 
production, book publishing,  commercial printing, et c . ) .  
Tablo 9 records the rental and purchase prices for each model. 
The costs include acquisition of the physical machinery and the pro­
grams needed to establish a computerized typesetting operati on. 
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TABLE 1 
A COMPARATIVE CLASSIFICATION OF COMPUTER MODELS EMPLOYED AS 
INDEPENDENT UNITS OR INCORPORATED AS PART OF TYPESETTING 














Control Data Corp. 8080 
Digital Equipment 








unit or Inc orporated Mon.itor 












a In a telephone conversation between }�. Cothren , of Di gital 
Equipment Corp . , and the author , Cothren noted that Composition Systems ,  
. .  Ino . ma.kes minol' equipment changes and uses its Olm programs in comphter s 
purchased from Digital F.quipment Corp. Therefore , the model desj.gna-
tions are sitnila1 for both companie s .  
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TABLE 1 (continued ) 
Independent computer 
unit or Inc orEora.ted Monitor 
SuEElier Model in typesetting unit functions 
Fairchild Graphic Comp/Set Independent Norle 
Equipment 230C 
Harris-Intertype 200 Independent None 
Corp. 
300 Independent None 
Fototronic Independent Keyboard 
Keyboard hyphenation 
s . n . s .  Independent None 
''Sigma 21 1  
Honeywell Corp. H200/120 Independent None 
H200/200 Independent None 
H200/l.200 Indepe ndent None 
H200/2200 Independent None 
Internati onal 1130 Independent None 
Busine ss Machine s 
Corp. 
360 Independent None 
2680 CRT Inc orporated None 
Lanston Monotype Co . GSA Ind�pendent None 
Mergenthaler Linotron Inc orpora. ted None 
Linotype Co o 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 
Independent computer 
unit or Incor:E2rated Monitor 
Supplier Model in t:vpesetting uriit functions 
National Cash 315 Independent None 
Re gister Corp. 
Radio Corp. of Videocomp Incorporated None 
America 70/820 








Univac Division 1050-3 Independent None 
Sperry-Rand Corp. 
TABIE 2 
A COMPARATIVE CLASSIFICATION OF GENERAL AND SPECIAL-PURPOSE 
COMPUTER MODEIS , AND THE TYPESETTING METHODS 
FACILITATED WITH EACH MODEL 
' . 
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General or Type setting methods 
SuEElier Model sEecial-Eurpose f'acilitated 
-
Alphatype/Filmotype Alpha type Special-purpose Photocomposition 
Corp. Recorder 
Composition Systems PDP 8/S General-purpose Hot-metal 
Inc . (Basic ) Photoc omposition 
PDP-8/S General-ptlrpose Hot-metal 
(Expanded ) Photoc omposition 
PDP-8/I General-purpose Hot-metal 
Photocomposition 
Control Data Corp. 8080 General-purpo se Hot-metal 
3300 General-purpose Hot-metal 
Digital &iuipment PDP-8/S General-purpose Hot-metal 
Corp. Photoc omposition 
PDP-8 General-purpose Hot-metal 
(Basic ) Photoc omposition 
PDP-8 General-purpose Hot-metal 
(Expanded) Photocomposition 
Fairchild Grap. ic Comp/Set Special-purpose Hot-metal 
Equipment 23oc Photocomposition 
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TABIE 2 (c ontinued ) 
General or Type setting m�thods 
Supplier Model spec ial-pttrpose fac ilitated 
Harri s-Intertype 200 Special-purpose Hot-metal 
Corp. 
300 Special-purpose Hot-metal 
Photocompo sition 
Fototronic Spec ial-purpose Photoc omposition 
Keyboard 
s . n . s .  General-purpo se Hot-metal 
f1 s i grri..a. 2 It Photoc ompo sition 
Honeywell Corp. H200/120 Ge neral-purpose Hot-metal 
Photoc omposition 
H200/200 Ge neral-purpose Hot-metal 
Photoc omposition 
H200/l200 General-purpose Hot-metal 
Photocomposition 
H200/2200 General-purpose Hot-metal 
Photocompo sition 
International 1130 General-pm1>0 se Hot-metal 
Bus ine s s  Machine s Photocomposition 
Corp. 
360 General-purpose Hot-metal 
Photoc omposition 
2680 CRT Special-purpo se Photoc omposition 
Lanston Monotype GSA Special-purpose Hot-metal 
Co . Photocompo sition 
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TABLE 2 (c ontinued ) 
General or Type setting me.thods 
Supplier Model spec ial-purpo se facilitated 
Mergenthaler Linotron Special-purpo se Photocompo sition 
· Linotype Co . 
National Cash 315 General-purpo se Hot-metal 
Re gister Corp . 
Radio Corp . of Videoc omp Spec ial-purpose Photoc ompo sition 
America 70/820 
Videocomp Special-purpose Photoc ompo sition 
70/830 
Spectra General-purpose Hot-metal 
70/35 Photoc ompo si ti on . 
Spec tra Gene ral'"'.";purpo se , Hot-metal 
70/55 Photoc ompo sition 
Univac Divi si on , 10.50-3 General-purpo se Hot-metal 
Sperry-Rand Corp. Photoc ompo sition 
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TABLE 3 
A COMPARATIVE CLASSIFICATION OF INPUT METHODS , STORAGE DEVICES 
AND NATURE OF OUTPUT FOR EACH TYPESET'rING COMPUTER 
Input Storage Nature of 
§.uEElier Model method s devic e s out:Eut 
Alphatype/Filmotype Alpha type -On-line Magnetic Magnetic tape 
Corp. Recorder . Keyboard tape s 
Compo sition Systems PDP-8/S Paper tape Core Punched paper 
Inc . (Basic ) tape 
Punch c ards Magnetic 
di sks 
PDP-8/S Paper tape Core Punched paper 
(Expanded )  tape 
Punch c ards Ma gnetic 
disks 
PDP 8/I Paper tape Core Printouts 
_ Punch cards Ma gnetic Punched paper 
tape s tape 
Magnetic 
tape Magnetic Magnetic tape 
disks 
On-line Punched c ards 
keyboard 
Control Data Corp. 8080 Paper tape Core Pri ntouts 
Punch cards Magnetic Punched paper 
tape s tape 
Magnetic 




TABLE 3 (c ontinued ) 
Input Storage Nature of 
Supplier Model methods device s  output 
Control Data Corp. 3300 Paper tape Core Printouts 
(c ontinued ) 
Punch cards Magnetic Punched paper 
tape s tape 
Magnetic 
tape Magnetic Magnetic tape 
disk s  
Punched cards 
Digital Equipment PDP-8/S Paper tape Core Punched paper 
Corp . tape 
Magnetic 
disks 
PDP-8 Paper tape Core Punched paper 
(Basic ) tape 
Magnetic 
tape s  
Magnetic 
disks 
PDP-8 Paper tape Core Punched paper 





Fairchild Graphic Comp/Set Paper tape Cora Punched paper 
Equipment 23oc tape 
Harris-Intertype 200 Paper tape Magnetic Punched pa.per 
Corp. · dru.ms tape 
300 Paper tape Magnetic Punched paper 
drums tape 
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TABLE 3 (c ontinued ) 
Input Storage Nature .of 
Su:e:12lier ¥.t0del methods device s  out12ut 
Harris-Intertype Fototronic On-line . Core Punched paper 
Corp. (continued) Keyboard keyboard tape 
s . n. s .  Paper tape Core Printouts 
11Sigma 211 
Punch cards Magnetic Punched paper 
di sks tape 
Honeywell Corp. H200/120 Paper tape Core Printouts 
Punch c ards Magnetic Punched paper 
tapes tape 
Magnetic 
tape Magnetic Magnetic tape 
di sks 
On-line Punched cards 
.. keyboard 
H200/200 Pa.per tape Core Printouts 
Punch cards Magnetic Punched paper · 
tapes tape 
Magnetic 
tape Magnetic Magnetic tape 
disks 
on�line Punched cards 
kayboard 
H200/1200 Paper tape Core Printouts 
Punch cards Magnetic Punched pa.per 
tape s tape 
l'.iagnetic 
tape Ma.gnetic Magnetic tape 
disks 
On-line Punched cards 
keyboard. 
TABLE 3 (continued) 
Input 
Su1212lier Model methods 
Honeywell Corp. 
(continued ) 






International llJO Paper tape 
Business Machine s  
Corp. 


















































Punched c ards 
Photo graphic 
image on film 
or paper via 
c athode ray 
tube 
Photo graphic 
image on film 
or paper via 
c athode ray 
tube 
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TABLE 3 (continued) 
Input Storage Nature. of 
Supplier Model method s device s  output · 
La.nston �1onotype GSA Paper tape Core Printouts 
Co . 
Punched pa pe1� 
tape 
Mergenthaler Linotron Magnetic Core Photographic 
Linotype Co. tape image on film 
or paper via 
On-line cathode ray 
keyboard .tube 
National Cash 315 Pa.per tape Core Printouts 
Register Corp. 
Punch cards Magnetic Punched pa.per 
tape s tape 
Magnetic 
tape Magnetic Magnetic tape 
disks 
On-line Punched cards 
keyboard 
Radio Corp.  of Vide oc omp Paper tape Core Photographic 
America 70/820 image on film 
Magneti.c or paper via 
tape cathode ray 
tube 
Videocomp Magnetic Core Photographic 
70/830 tape image on film 




TABLE 3 (continued ) 
Input Storage Nature . of 
Supplier Model methods device s  output 
Radio Corp. of 
America (c ontinued) 
Spectra 
70/35 
Paper tape Core Printouts 
Punch c ards Ma gnetic Punched paper 
tape s tape 
Magnetic 
tape Magnetic Magnetic tape 
disks 
On-line Punched c ards 
keyboard 
Spectra Paper tape Core Printouts 
70/55 
Punch c ards Magnetic Punched paper 
tapes tape 
Magnetic 
tape Magnetic Magnetic tape 
di sks 
On-line Punched cards 
keyboard 
Univac Divi s ion , 1050-3 Paper tape Core Printout s 
Sperry Rand Corp . 
Punch card s  Ma gnetic Punched paper 
tape tape 
Magnetic 





A COMPARATIVE CLASSIFICATION OF THE MINIMUM WORD-MEMORY 











OF EACH TYPESETTING PROGRAM 
Model 
Alpha.type 




















4 , 096 
4 , 096 
4 , 096 
8 , 000 
8 , 000 
4 , 000 
4 , 000 
4 , 000 





32 , 000 
36 , 000 
J6 , ooo 
32 , 000 
262 , 000 
:32 , 000 
:32 , 000 
:32 , 000 
:32 , 000 
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TABLE 4 (continued ) 
Minirm.un word-
memory for type- Maximum. Word-
. Supplier Model setting program memory cap.a.city 
Harris-Intertype 200 1 , .500 1 , .500 
Corp. 
300 3 , 600 8 , 000 
Fototronic 4 , 000 32 , 000 
Keyboard 
s . n . s .  8 , 000 65 , 000 
11Sigma 2 "  
Honeywell Corp. H200/J20 16 , 000 32 , 000 
H200/200 16 , 000 65 , 000 
H200/J200 16 , 000 121 , 000 
HZ00/2200 16 , ooo 262 , 000 
International 1130 8 , 000 32 , 000 
Busine s s  Machine 
Corp. 
36o 30 , 000 524 , 000 
2860 CRT 6_5 , 000 262 , 000 
Lanston Monotypa GSA Doe s not Does not 
Co . apply apply 
Mergenthaler Linotron Does not 2 , 880 
Linotype Co . apply 
• 
Supplier 
Nationa.l Ca sh 
Register Corp. 


















setting pro gram 
10 , 000 
24 , 576 bitsb 
16 , 384 bitsb 
65 , 000 





80 , 000 
34,840 bits 
65 , 536 bits 
65 , 000 
262 , 000 
65,000 
b No word storage capacity available with Videooomp. 
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TABLE 5 
A COMPARATIVE CUSSIFICATION OF PAPER AND MAGNETIC TAPE 
SPEEDS FOR EACH TYPESETTING COMPUTER 
Paper tape speeds Magnetic tape speeds 
in char. per sec . in char. per sec . 
Punched 
Su:e:elier Model Read OutEut Read Out12ut 
Alphatype/Filmotype Alpha type Does Does  Not availablec 
Corp. Recorder not not 
apply apply 
Composition Systems PDP-8/S 110 110 Does Does 
Inc . {Basic ) not not 
apply apply 
PDP-8/S llO 110 Does Does 
(Expanded) not not 
apply apply 
PDP-8/I 110 110 18 , 000 24 , 000 
Control Data Corp . 8080 350 no Not available 
3300 350 . llO Not available 
Digital Equipment PDP-8/S llO 110 Does Does 
Corp. not not 
apply apply 
PDP-8 no llO Does Does 
(Basic ) not not 
apply apply 
c Capable of produc ing e ight newspaper-length line s a minute . · 
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TABLE 5 (continued) 
Paper tape speeds Ma"gnetic tape . speeds 
in char . per sec . in char. per ·seo .  
Punched 
Su:eElier Model Read Output Read Out:eut 
Digital Equipment PDP-8 i10 110 Doe s Doe s  
Corp. (continued ) (Expanded) not not 
apply apply 
Fairchild Graphic Comp/Set 220 220 Doe s Doe s  
Fiquipment 23oc not not 
apply apply 
He.rris-Intertype 200 120 no Does Doe s  
Corp . not not 
apply apply 
300 120 110 Doe s  Does 
not not 
apply apply 
Fototronic 50 60 Doe s Doe s  
Keyboard not not 
apply apply 
s . n . s .  120 llO Doe s  Doe s 
"Si gma 2" not not 
apply apply 
Honeywell Corp. H200/l20 6oo 120 Not available 
H200/200 600 120 Not available 
H200/l.200 600 120 Not available 
H200/2200 600 120 Not available 
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TABLE 5 (continued ) 
Paper tape s�ads Magnetic tape · speeds 
in char. per sec . in char. per sec ; 
Punched 
Supplier Model Read Output Read Output 
International ll30 100 100 Does Does 
Business Machines not not 
Corp. apply apply 
360 120 120 15 , 000 15 , 000 
2680 CRT 120 Does 6 , 000- 6 , 000-
not 10 , 000 10 , 000 
apply 
Lanston Monotype GSA llO- llO- Doe s  Does 
Co . 130 130 not not 
apply apply 
Mergenthaler Linotron Does Does 6oO- Does 
Linotype Co . not not 1 , 000 not 
apply . apply apply 
National Cash 315 600 120 Not available 
Register Corp. 
_ Radio Corp. of Videocomp 500- Does 30 , 000 Does 
America 70/820 1 , 000 not not 
apply apply 
Videocomp Does Does 30 , 000 Does 
70/830 not not not 
apply apply apply 
Spectra 
70/35 
1 , 000 200 Not available 
§.�applier 










Paper tape SJ>9eds ¥..agnetic tape - speeds 
in char. per s ea . in char. par sec . 
Punched 
Read Output 
1 ,000 200 





































Computer Printout speeds 
in lines a minute 
Does not apply 
Does not apply 








Doe s not apply 
Supplier 
Harris-Intertype 
Corp. (continued ) 
Honeywell Corp. 
International 





Linotype Co . 





s . n . s . 









Computer Printout speeds 
in line s a minute · 
Doe s not apply 
Does not apply 
250 
600-1 , 250 
600-1 , 250 
600-1 , 2.50 




Doe s not apply 
Not · availabled 
. 120 
(on photographic film or pa.per) 
d The GSA system prints out 15 characters per sec ond .  
Supplier 
National Cash 
Re gister Corp. 
Radio Cor-p.  of 
America 
Univac Division , 
Sperry-Rand Corp. 












Computer Printout speeds 
in line s a minute 
6oO-l , OOO 
Not available9 
Not availablef 
1 , 250 
1 , 250 
600 
e Can produce 650 characters a second on photographic film or 
paper. 
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A COMPARATIVE CLASSIFICATION OF TYPESETTING FUNCTIONS 
FACILITATED BY EACH MODEL , AND EACH MODEL ' S  
METHOD OF HYPHENATION AND 
HYPHENATION ACCURACY 
Typesetting </, of 
:functions Methods of hyphenation 
Supplier Model facilitated hYphenation accuracy 
Alphatype/Film.otype Alpha type Justification Keyboard Does not 
Corp. Recorder apply 
Composition Systems PDP-8/S Hyphenation Logic 951' 
Inc . (Basic ) Justification Dictionary 
PDP-8/S Hyphenation Logic 99. 5% 









Control Data Corp. 8080 Hyphenation Logic · . . _. . 97% 
Justification 
3300 Hyphenation Logic Not 
Justificatio·n available 
Digital Equipment PDP-8/S Hyphenation Logic 85'% 
Corp. Justification Dictionary 
Correction 
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TABLE 7 (c ontinued ) 
Type setting '!>. of 
functions Methods of hyphenation 
Supplier Model · facilitated hYphenation accuracy 
Digital Equipment PDP-8 Hyphenation Logic 85� 





PDP-8 Hyphenation Lo gic 991> 







ice tape s 
� 
Fairchild Graphic Comp/Set HYPheMtion Lo gic 971' 
E;ciuipment 2JOC Justific ation Dicti onary 
Harris-Inte rtype 200 Hyphen'ltion Lo gic 93% 
Corp. Justification 
JOO Hyphenation Lo gic 991> 
Justification Dictionary 
Fototronic Justific ation Keyboard Does not 
Keyboard apply 
s . n . s .  Hyphenati on Lo gic 99% 





TABLE 7 (continued ) 
Typesetting '/, of · 
functions Methods of hyphenaticm 
SuEJ2lier Model fac ilitated hyphenation ac curaci 
Honeywell Corp. H200/120 Hyphenation Lo gic Not 




H200/200 Hyphenation Logic Not 




H200/l200 Hyphenation Logic Not 




H200/2200 Hyphenation Logic Not 




International ll30 Hyphenation Lo gic Not 




360 Hyphenation Logic Not 





TABLE 7 (continued ) 
Typesetting <f, of 
functions Methods of hyphenation 
SuE:elier Model facilitated hyphenati on accura.c;l 
International 2680 CRT Hyphenation Logic Not 
Busine ss Ma.chine s , Justification Dictionary available 
Corp. (continued ) Correction 
Proofreading 
&Ii ting 
Lanston Monotype GS.A Hyphenation Logic Not 
Co . Justification Dict ionary available 
Mergenthaler Linotron Hyphenation Pre-c oded Does  not 
Linotype Co . Justification tape apply 
Correction from 





National Cash 31.5 Hyphenation Logic Not 








Radio Corp. of Videocomp Hyphenation Pre-coded Does not 
America 70/820 Justification tape apply 
Correction .from 






Radio Corp. of 
Americ a  (c ontinued ) 
Univac Division, 
Sperry-Rand Corp. 




· fac ilitated 
Videoc omp Hyphenation 

















































A COMPARATIVE CLASSIFICATION OF SPECIFIC PLA...NT OPERATIONS AND 
GENERAL PRINTING A.REAS THAT ARE FACILITATED 




Compositions Systems PDP-8/S 











Directory li sts 
Classified ads 
Tabular c omp . 
Straight matter 
Directory lists 
Classified ad s 
Tabular comp. 
Math equation s 
Straight matter 
Directory lists 
Clas sifi ed ads 
Tabular comp. 






Print ing are a s  
fac ilitated 
Newspape r prod . 
Magazine prod . 
Book publishing 
Comm. printing 
Conun. type setting 
Newspaper prod . 
Magazine p1•od . 
Book publishing 
Comm. printing 
Comm. type setting 
Newspaper prod . 
Magazine prod . 
Book publishing 
Comm. printing 
Comm. type setting 
Newspaper prod . 
Magazine prod . 
Book publishing 
Comm. printing 
























Strai ght matter 




�rectory li sts 
Cla s sified ads 
Strai ght matter 
Directory lists 
Cla s sified ads 
Tabular comp. 
Straight matter 
Directory li sts 
Clas sified ads 
Tabular comp. 
St�aight matter 
Directory li sts 




Clas sified ads 
Tabular comp. 
Printin g areas 
facilitated 
Newspaper prod . 
Newspaper prod . 
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Newspaper prod . 
Magazine prod . 
Book publi shing 
Comm. · printing 
Comm. typesetting 
Newspaper prod . 
Ma gaztne prod . 
Book publishing . 
Comm. printing 
Comi.�. ty-pe setting 
Newspaper prod . 




Comm. ty-pe setting 
Newspaper prod . 
Magazine prod . 
Book publi shing 
Comm. printing 
Comm. ty-pe setti ng 
Supplier 
Harri s-Intertype 
Corp. (c ontinued ) 
Honeywell Corp . 
TABLE 8 (continued ) 
Model 
s . n . s .  















Tabular c omp . 







Tabular comp . 
General business 




Directory li sts 
Classified ads 
Tabular c omp. 







Newspaper prod . 




Newspaper prod . 
Magazine prod . 
Book publishing 
Newspaper prod . 
¥...agazine prod . 
Book publishing 
Newspaper prod . 
Magazine prod . 
Book publishing 
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TABLE 8 (continued) 
Printing areas 
Su1212lier Model Plant o�rations fac ili ta.tad 
Honeyl.."'ell Corp .  H200/2200 Straight matter Newspaper prod . 
(continued) Directory lists Magazine prod . 
Clas sified ads Book publishing 
Tabular comp. 
General busine s s  
and accounting 
functi ons 
International ll30 Straight matter Newspaper prod � 
Business  Machine s Directo ry  li sts Magazine prod . 
Corp. Classified ads Book publi shing 
Tabular comp .  Connn. printing 
General busine s s  Comm. type setting 
and acc ounting 
func tions 
Display adv. 
360 Straight matter Newspaper prod. 
Directory li sts Magazine prod . 
Clas sified ads Book publishing 
Tabular c omp. Comm. printing 
General busine ss Comm. type setting 
and acc ounting 
functions 
2680 CRT Straight matter Newspaper prod . 
Directo ry lists Magazine prod . 
Classified ads Book publi shing 
Tabular c omp. 
Lanston ¥i0notype GSA Strai ght matter Newspaper prod . 
Co . Directory lists Magazine prod. 
Clas sified ads 
Mergenthaler Linotron Straight matter Newspaper prod .  
Linotype Co . Directory lists YJB.gazine prod . 
Classified ads Book publi shing 
Tabular comp. Comm. printi ng 




Radio Corp. of 
America 





















Clas sified ads 



































Newspaper prod .  




Newspaper prod . 
Magazine prod. 









Univac Divi sion , 
Sperry-Rand Corp . 




Strai ght matter 
Directory li sts 
Classified ads 
Tabular comp. 
General busines s  
and accounting 
func tions 
Printin g areas 
fac ilitated 
· Newspaper prod . 




A COMPARATIVE CLASSIFICATION OF THE RENTAL AND PURCHASE PRICE 
FOR EACH TYPESETTING COMPUTER 
Monthly 
Supplier Model rental Purchase 
Alphatype/Film.otype Alphaty-pe Not Not 
Corp. Recorder available available 
Compo siti on Systems PDP-8/S Doe s  not $17 , .500 
Inc . (Basic ) apply 
PDP-8/S Does not $32 , 000 
(Expanded ) apply 
PDP-8/I Doe s  not $32 , 000 
apply 
Control Data Corp. 8080 Doe s not $45 , 000 
apply 
3300 $5, 500 Not 
available 
· Di gital Equipment PDP-8/S · Does not $16, 000 
Corp. apply 
PDP-8 Doe s not $29 , 950 
(Basic ) apply 
PDP-8 Doe s not $44, 6.50 . 
















s . n . s .  






(c ontinued ) 
Monthly 
rental Purchase 
$1, .500 $48 , 000 
Does not $45 , 000 
apply 
Does not $55, 000 
apply 
Does not $26 , 000 
apply 





$2 , 425 Not 
available 
$2 , 600 Not 
available 
$5, 400 Not 
available 
$6 , 600 Not 
available 
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TABLE 9 {c ontinued )  
Monthly 
Su:eplier Model renta.1 Purcha.se 
International ll30 $1 , .500 Not 
Business Machine s available 
Corp. 
360 $8 , 000 Not 
available 
2680 CRT _ $8 , 600 $387 ,000 
Lanston Monotype GSA Not Not 
Co. available available 
Mergenthaler Linotron Doe s not $100 , 000+ 
Linotype Co . apply 
National Cash 315 $2 ,175 Not 
Re gi ste r Corp .  available 
Radio Corp. of Videoc omp Not Not 
America 70/820 available available 
Videoc omp Not Not 
70/830 available available 
Spectra $6 , ooo Not 
70/35 available 
Spectra $15, 000 Not 
70/55 available 
Univac Divi sion , 1050-3 $3 , 910 Not 




The history o f  the use of c omputers in the typo gra phic industry 
and the number o f  type se tting c omputers available fo r printers , indi­
cate that the trend in the graphic_ arts is away from c onventional type­
setting methods and toward automated , elec tronic methods .  The 
transition , howeve r , i s  relatively slow and c an be hastened only if 
printing practitioners begin to realize the full potential of type ­
setting c.omputers . 
Only through educ ation and training c an printers be made aware 
of advanta ge s inherent in elec tronic printing equipment . This applie s  
not o�y t o  type setting but t o  all printing areas .  Computers were 
introduc ed into the graphic arts via the c ompo sing room , but advanc es 
in tecm:iology will undoubtedly find applic ation for c ompute rs in every 
segment of the printing operation. The printing plant of the future 
will mo st likely be c ompo sed of a c onglomeration of electronic equip­
ment rather than the pre.dominantly manual and mechanic al device s  cur­
rently being used . Skeptic s of automated equipment may be forced into 
extincti on unle s s  they c onform to the newer producti on me thods . · Such 
methods will be nece ssai-� to meet the inc�easing demands for speed and 
quality required by c onsumer s of the printed media . 
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Rec ommendations fot Further Study 
The introduction of elec tronic s into the c omposing room repre­
sent s  the primary stage of a transition period for the printi ng in­
dustry. Computerized type setti ng , however ,  i s  only one graphic arts 
operation in which elec tronic s c an be applied . Printing areas such a s 
plate maki ng , pra s s  c ontrol and binding have the potential for c omputer 
adaptation . Some work has be gun ip the se area s , but befo re s i gnific ant 
advanc e s  c an be made , elec tronic s specialists must be made aware of 
production need s  in printing . An inve sti gation exploring the potential 
of c o mputer technique s in the thre e  producti on areas noted above c ould 
be benefic ial to printers a s  well as elec tronic s spec ialist s .  Such a n  
inve stigati on could make printers aware o f  s olutions for plant bottle­
necks that may exi st ,  and elec tronic s specialists c ould be made aware 
of printer ' s  needs without having to rely ·. ·on the gue s swork usually 
required. 
Another potential area for s tudy c onc erns the c ommuni c ations gap 
prevalent between the printing and e lec tronic s industrie s .  Thi s gap 
has decre a sed during the pa st few years , but the inability of the two 
. industrie s to c ommunic ate effectively is a problem that i s  stalling 
technological progre s s  in all printing areas . Although misunderstanding 
prevails in both industrie s re garding the meth ods and technique s  of the 
other , no study has been c onducted to determine the extent o.f the mi sun­
derstanding. Perhaps electronic s s pe c iali st s  undere s timate the ability 
of printers to c omprehend elec tronic c oncept s .  Perhaps elec tronic s 
S P3cialists understa rrl le s s  about the printing industry than they -
believe . An inve stigation to determine the knowle�ge printers haye 
abo ut c omputer technology and the knowledge electronic s speciali sts . 
have about the printing industry c an help "pin point "  spec ific areas 




EXAMPLE OF FORM LET'TER MAILED TO SUPPLIERS 
OF COMPUTERIZED TYPESETTING SYS�EMS 
' 1.56 
Dear Sir , 
As a c andidate for a Ma ste r  of Science De gree in Printing }Ianagement 
at South Dakota State University ,  I am currently involved in a the sis 
entitled : A Historic al Analysis !121 ComE:§.rative Cla s sific ation 2f. 
the Use of Compute rs 1£. � Typ;ographic ;rndusti:y. 
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I · realize that your c ompany manufacture.rs or market s  c omputers for 
type setting purpo se s .  With this in mind , I would be mo st apprec iative 
if you could a ssist me in accumulating data pertinent to w.y study . I 
am seeking information re garding the characteristic s ,  capabilitie s and 
limitati ons of c omputer type s�tting systems available from your com­
pany. ' Such information would be o f  value in making my inve sti gation 
c omprehensive and c omplete . 
I w.i.11 be grateful for your assistance in obtaining the informati on 
reque sted above . Any further data you believe to be relevant for a 
study of ��is nature will also be apprec iated . 
Re spectfully yours , 
Harvey R. Levenson 
. -
APPENDIX B 
EXAMPLE OF COVERING LETTER THAT ACCOMPANIED 
EACH QUESTIONNAIRE MAILED TO SUPPLIERS OF 
COMPUTERIZED TYPESETTING SYSTEMS WHO DID 
NOT RESPOND TO THE FORM LETTER 
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Dear Sir , 
As a graduate student in Printing Management at South Dakota State 
University, I am currently involved in a the sis re garding the use of 
c omputers in the typographic industry. 
159 
One section of my the sis includes a c omparative classification of 
type setting computers and computer aided type setting ma.chine s currently 
available fo r use by printers and typographers . In an attempt to ac­
cumulate information pertinent to _ my study , I ' ve re sorted to published 
reports , and literature in printing and graphic arts journals . However, 
I seem to be having difficulties c ompiling data in a systematic , com­
ple te manner. In othe r words ,  I have some data re garding the c om­
puterized typesetting systems marketed by various :ma.nuf'acturers , but , 
the re is other information I need to complete my study. 
I decided that the be st way to accumulate the data needed would be to 
send out a questionnaire to the manufacturers of typesetting computers 
and computer aided typesetting machine s .  This is the only way I c an be 
sure of obtaining the exact information I need . 
Enclosed with this letter is a que stionnaire devi sed fo r the purpose 
noted above . I wo uld be most appreciative if you c ould take some time 
and fill-in the information I need. If any of the que stions c annot be 
ansvmred because the information is not c onvenie ntly at hand , I would 
appreciate you filling in those que stions that are co nvenient to answer. 
However , a ful.ly completed questionnaire would increase the value and 
validity of my thesis . If you would rather have another person in your 
organization c omplete the enc lo sed que stionnai re , please fori<.�rd it to 
that individual. 
I would appreciate your retnrning the completed questionnaire in the ac­
companying self-addre s s ed , stamped envelope at your earliest c onvenience.  
I will be grateful for your assistance in the matter discus sed in thi s  
letter. 
Respectfully yours , 
Harvey R. Levenson 
ENCL. 
APPENDIX C 
EXAMPLE OF COVERING LETTER THAT .ACCOMPANIED 
EACH QUESTIONNAIRE MAILED TO SUPPLIERS OF 
COMPUTERIZED TYPESETTING SYSTEMS WHO 
RESPONDED TO THE FORM LETTER 
. 16-0 
Dear Sir , 
Once agai n ,  I need your help in accumulating information for my 
Master ' s  De gree the si s  in Printing }f.a.nagement . I am grateful for the 
literature you have already sent me . It was most helpful and inform­
ative . However ,  I seem to be having difficultie s c ompiling my data 
in a systematic , c omplete manner. In other words , I have some data 
re gardin g the c omputerized type s etting systems marketed by various 
manufacturers , but , there is other information I need to c omplete my 
study. 
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I decided that the be st way to accumulate the data neede d  would be to 
send out a que stionnaire to the manufac turers of type setting c omputers 
and computer aided type settin g machine s .  Thi s is the only way I c an 
be sure of obtaining the exact information I need. 
Enc losed with this lette r  is a que stionnaire devised for the purpo se 
noted above . I w:>uld be most appreciative if you c ould take some 
time and fill-in the information I need. If any o f  the que stions 
c annot be answered bec ause the information is not c onveniently at 
hand , I would apprec iate your filling in those que stions that are 
c onvenient to answer . However , a fully completed questionnaire would 
increase the value and validity of my the si s .  If you would rather 
have anothe r per s on in your organization complete the enclosed que s­
tionnaire , please forward it to th�t individual .  
I would apprec iate your returning the c ompleted que stionnaire in the 
acc ompanying selr-addres sed , stampsd envelope at your earlie st c on­
venienc e .  Onc e a gai n ,  thanks for th e  a s sistanc e you have already 
supplied . I w.i..11 be grateful for your assistanc e in the matter di s­
cus sed in thi s letter. 
Re spectfully yours , 
Harvey R. Levenson 
ENCL. 
APPENDIX D 
EXAMPLE OF QUESTIONNAIRE MAILED TO SUPPLIERS 
OF COMPUTERIZED TYPE.SETTING SYSTEMS 
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Please answer the f ollow1.ng questions by checking or providing the 
appropriate answer in the space s provided.  
After answering que stion 1 ,  it is not nec e s sary to re-li st the name s of 
the c omputers available from your company. However , when ansvrering all 
questions a�er que stion 1 ,  please be sure that the numbers (1 , 2 , 3 ,4 , 5) 
provided with each que stion c orrespond with the numbers (1 , 2 , J , l� , 5) next 
t o  your anmiers in que stion 1.  , 
Company name ------------------------------------
(1) Please li st the ty-pe setting computers or c omputer aided type setting 
machine s your organization pre sently markets. 
II 
(2 ) Are the models noted above special or general-purpose computers? 
(Spec ial-purpose : A computer programmed for type setting purposes 
only) . (General-purpose : A computer progranmied for typesetting 
arrl other busine s s  purpo se s  as well ) . 
1 





(3 ) Please check tho se c omputers requiring a monitor. If a monitor is · 
not required for any of the systems , skip to que stion 5.  
(4)  What function does the monitor perform on the c�mputers noted in 
Question 3? 
(5) What typesetting methods are facilitated by each type setting 
c omputer?. (Answer by checking the appropriate space s ) . 
Hot-metal Photocomposition Hot-metal and Other 






(6) Please check the methods of input used in conjunction with each 
typesetting computer . 




Mamietic ink reader 
On-line keyboard 
Optical Character 
Reoo ITTlition device s 
Othe r (please .spsci:fv) 
(?) What storage devic es are available with each computer? Check the 
appropriate spac e s .  





Other (please snecify) 
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(8) What i s  the nature of output produced with ea.ch typesetting · 
computer? Check the appropriate spac e s .  
1 2 3 4 5 
Printouts 
Punched paner tape 
Magnetic tape 
Punched cards 
Ma !!netic drums 
Data presented on a 




on £il.m or paner -
other (please snecify) 
(9) What is the minimum typesetting memory capacj_ty for each computer 
(the size of the minimum memory necessary for the type setting pro­






(10 ) What is the maximum available memory c a.pa.city (the large st memory 







(11) For those typesetting computers capable of using paper tape , what 







(12) For those typesetting computers capable of using high-speed 






(�3) For those typesetting computers capable of using magnetic tape s , 
what are the speeds in characters per second? 






(14) What are the speeds of tho se type setting computers c apable of 
using punch cards ? 







(15) Which o f  the following functi ons of type setting do the computers 
facilitate ?  Check the appropriate spac e s . 




Proof' reading and 
editinf=! 
Othe r (nlease spec ify) 
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(16) If hyphenation is a function of the typesetting computers , What 
methods are employed? Check the appropriate answers . 













(18) What operations are facil1.tated with each type setting computer? 
Check the appropriate spaces . 
1 2 3 4 5 
Straight matter 
Directory listings 
Classified ad listings 
Tabular matter 
General busines s  and 
accounting func tions 
Other (please specify) 
(19) What areas of the printing industry are the tYj>9 setting computers 
be st suited for? Check the appropriate spaces .  
1 2 3 4 5 
Newsnaner nroduction 
Ma.ga.zine production 
Book publi shers 
Commercial printers 
and t:vooftraphers 
Other (please specify) 
(20) �bat is the total c ost of each of the typesetting computers? 
Monthly 





If you wish to comment on the future use of computers in the printing 
or typographic industry , such connnents w.i.11 be greatly apprec iate d .  
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